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I.

Introduction

Everything in the universe is simultaneously and continuously interactive. That is,
nothing is isolated in nature. Therefore true knowledge cannot be acquired by isolating
objects from nature and then investigating these isolated objects. As an example, we show
that Newton’s first law of motion assumes isolated environment and therefore fails to
characterize the nature. All things must be considered simultaneously and in their natural
environment. Any attempt to create controlled and artificial environment will destroy
natural environment and subsequently hide the truth also. The truth is always unique and
universal and it can come only from nature. Because of limited space in page size a
Author : CCSI, West Hills, California, USA. E-mail : Subhendu11das@gmail.com
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view in both space and time. Therefore this paper takes a multi disciplinary approach using mathematics, physics,
engineering, economics, and philosophy. The paper has two major related objectives (A) Provide a theory for the
existence of destiny and (B) Explain away the counter logic.
For part A we take the following approaches. (a1) The idea of destiny is well recognized by Newtonian physics.
In our universe everything happens because of simultaneous interactions of everything. Thus destiny is not an individual
concept. It is not my destiny or your destiny, it is our destiny. (a2) From this global concept of our destiny, we derive
how the destiny plays out locally for an individual; how humans are really part of nature, work in cooperation with nature,
and according to its dictates. In particular we show that our first reaction to every natural event is planned. (a3)
Reincarnation theory of soul is an integral part of destiny theory. We prove giving real life examples, that reincarnation is
a law of nature, and we are all reincarnated souls. Thus destiny is not only global in space; it is also global in time,
covering all past lives.
For part B we cover several important opposing views. (b1) The uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics
says nothing can be certain, and therefore destiny cannot be true. We point out that the core idea behind Heisenberg’s
original mathematical proof is based on Fourier Transform theory. Fourier Transform uses infinity, which as we show is
not meaningful in nature. Replacing infinity by any finite number changes the uncertainty to certainty, just like the
Newtonian physics. (b2) Destiny is not in the mainstream, therefore it must be wrong. We show that it is the opposite. All
Mathematical and physical theories have assumptions that are invalid in nature and therefore they cannot describe
nature. These theories are not approximate theories, they are outright wrong. As a natural consequence, the real life
engineering which uses these incorrect theories is full of kludges and patches. (b3) We must also understand money,
money power, and the way it is controlled by the Central Bank. It is the same money that remote controls every activity
and the mindset of every individual in our world. If anyone anywhere is allowed to find the truth on any subject, including
destiny, then people will eventually discover the truth behind the central bank, which cannot be allowed. The central
bank is a very secret private organization, cannot be controlled by any government, as is well known in economics. In
the hierarchy of all activities, however, the soul theory and the laws of nature are at the top, above the central bank.
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complete and full treatment of the subject is not feasible; so a comprehensive overview is
presented covering many integrated angles.
Destiny is a very well recognized concept in all of Asian countries, particularly in
India. However, it is almost an unbelievable subject and highly debated in the western
countries. Somehow people have associated science and technology against all kinds of
natural philosophies including the concepts of reincarnation, soul, and destiny. The
objective of this paper is to show that both destiny and reincarnation are laws of nature
and has nothing to do with god, religion, philosophy, math, science, and engineering
(MSE) of any country. They were universal truth billions of years ago and they are still
true now.
Take for example computers and internet. Do they invalidate laws of nature, no,
they cannot. Whatever we were doing fifty years back using paper and pencil we are doing
the same thing using our computers, only at faster rates. Same is true for application of
12 computerized technology in our daily life. We have replaced a maid by a washing
machine. We have replaced mechanical controls of automobile by electronic
microprocessors. We can go to moon, to a star, but none of these will change anything
about nature or about our mind, body, and soul. Our body is created from nature,
including its brain. Our soul is part of nature too. No amount of technology can change
any of these natural things and their laws.
Assume that we are watching a projected slide on a screen on the wall of a dark
room. If we now open all the doors and windows of the room then the daylight will fade
away the slide content on the wall. But the content will still be there and a careful
observation will still make it visible. Our science, engineering, and math can only distort
our views of nature, or will prevent us from observing them, but the natural truth about
humans, its soul, and the laws of nature will remain same as they were for billions of
years. A careful investigation using yogic power or highly concentrated mind will make
them visible. Technology cannot and does not change them.
It must be realized that our present society is completely controlled by money and
the money power, which are controlled by the central bank. Money is not an object of
nature; it does not follow the laws of nature. Therefore money is artificial. Using an
artificial object, real things of nature cannot be investigated and understood. This
artificial society cannot change our relations with nature which are invariant and eternal.
However, we show that this artificial society is trying hard to hide the truth. We can
make our people think and work like mechanical objects and prevent them from listening
to their souls. But our souls always know the truth, as we explain.
Many times we talk about statistical analysis. We think as if everything is
probabilistic and therefore propose that things must be examined using statistical theory.
A philosophy professor [1] says if hundred people jump from empire state building at New
York, and if only one person walks out clean and clear then we must realize that there is
something that must be correct, and we must do research to find out how he did it. We
cannot throw away this data point as a statistically insignificant item or an outlier. The
truth does not lie in statistics, truth lies in miracles of nature, miracles of human
capabilities, i.e. the yogic power, that our mainstream has never investigated. Yogic power
can be acquired through yogic meditation. But to prove the existence of yogic power
nature occasionally gives us children born with specific and limited kind of miraculous
yogic power as we give examples later.
In this paper we will occasionally refer to scriptures from India. Thus a very
important observation should be made here. Hinduism is not a religion. It does not require
its followers to regularly gather at local temples. There are no preachers for preaching the
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II.

Destiny Definitions

There are many definitions of destiny known to us. All of them however indicate
the same concept. That means we all understand destiny basically in the same way.
A very common statement in the west is – “As you sow, so you reap”. This clearly
says what you are doing now is a result of what you did in the past. This is same as: past
defines the present or similarly the present defines the future. Thus destiny idea is built
into our vocabulary, we do not control the present; the past does. Yet we always insist we
have freewill. Freewill and destiny are opposite concepts. If destiny exists then freewill
cannot. If the past dictates the present, then we cannot have freewill at the present time.
Merriam Webster dictionary meaning of destiny is: “a predetermined course of
events often held to be an irresistible power or agency”. Since it is predetermined, that
means we do not have any freewill also. Every moment of everything that we do is
completely predetermined. It has been written in a physics book [4, p. 46] “Events do not
happen; they are just there, and we come across them”.

© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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The paper is organized in the following way.
x Mainstream: money power, science power
x Characteristics of nature: global plan, simultaneity law, embedded engineering
systems, universal truth, boundedness law, finite time law, engineering experiments.
x Reincarnation law: proof of reincarnation, reincarnation examples, hypnosis,
reincarnation and destiny, theory of reincarnation, predicting destiny, eternal
recurrence.
x Interconnected souls: yogic power.
x Heisenberg and destiny: Assumptions in quantum mechanics, finite Fourier transform.
x Newton and destiny: sigma law, global destiny, individual destiny, examples.
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theories at regular intervals. There is no hierarchy of ministers, there are no money
transactions. There is no conversion process, nor excommunication method. One of the
most revered Hindu philosopher of modern times Vivekanada [2] said there is no god in
Vedas; he said – down with gods, down with God himself, I am all the God that ever
existed, speak no more of God, I am the infinite. Essentially he says that the soul of god
and your soul are same. We are all gods and therefore there is no god. Hinduism is all
about – yoga, yoga meditation, yogis, and yogic power; it is all about the laws of nature
like – reincarnation, soul theory, destiny, karma, sruti etc. You should not get confused
with the mainstream Hinduism. It appears that by introducing God, the mainstream
Hinduism has deprived the general population of the universal truth in the scriptures.
Vedic theories, Gita, Ramayan, and Mahabharat can all be perfectly explained without
god; they represent many scientific theories of nature as we explain in this paper. A text
is a scripture if it is based on Sruti, that is, realized using yogic power only.
13
In addition we may need to have a reference time scale of Indian scriptures.
According to latest archaeological discoveries of underwater cities, ocean water level
simulation studies, satellite imaging, the time for Mahabharat, the last scripture, is more
than 10,000 years old. The referenced video summarizes the above conclusion [3]. There
are many such references on the internet, including History channel, BBC news etc.
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There is a general understanding that destiny is major events in life, which
matches in some sense with the definition of Merriam Webster dictionary. And all other
things are not predefined and we have freewill for such activities. However it is clear that
if a major event happens at time t then at time t-dt, where dt is a small time, something
happened that created the major event. Thus activities at t-dt are also destiny.
Inductively, this shows that every activity is part of our destiny. The time dt can be few
milliseconds like 200 to 500 or may be several years and even decades.
There is another way of thinking, which essentially is same as above. Destiny says
everything happens because of some reasons; alternatively, nothing can happen without a
cause. Since this reason happens first, then this reason is dictating your action. Thus you
are not acting on your own freewill; you are acting based on your own reason, which
happened few seconds before. This cause and effect, action and reaction, or reasons etc.
are all same thing and they define the destiny. Therefore (a) action-reaction (b) cause and
14
effect (c) reasons (d) past activity (e) irresistible power are all same and can be considered
as the result of our past activity. We cannot get out of it and we are helplessly tied by
our past. This past can be even less than a second of time, like a moment.
Libet has experimentally found out [5] that we get a ready potential signal (RP) in
our brain about 550 milliseconds before we take the action. We also get another awareness
of wish to act signal (W) about 200 ms before the actual act. Thus stimulus RP is already
present before we know the W signal. This can be interpreted as: before you know it, your
soul has talked to you, and your body will naturally follow it, because you are the soul.
Libet’s this experiment was not completely conclusive because of veto capability
[5], where the subject could abort the action after becoming aware of the action. Under
veto condition his experimental system did not have the capability to record the brain
signals. However, under a non-veto condition we find that nature or the soul told us to do
something well before we became aware of it and did it.
Under this circumstance we can quote the professor “We inescapably live in the
objective past so that the objective present and future are completely beyond our
awareness and control” [6, p76]. Note that in Libet’s experiment events were internally
generated by the subject, they did not come from external nature. Even under this
condition destiny will still prevail as we perform a careful analysis. It is hoped that
someone in future will repeat the Libet’s experiment with proper design and document the
results.
Thus our destiny analysis will be based on what will happen in the next moment.
We want to show that our reaction in the next moment is planned. The time interval in
our analysis will be of the order of 200-500 milliseconds. It is clear though that the process
can be continued sequentially to find that all events in our life are planned. We will show
that following every event presented to us by nature, our first action within 200
milliseconds is just the opposite of the event and therefore our hands are tied. This is
according to the definition (a) listed above, the action reaction law of nature.
Note that destiny does not mean - I did not do anything, destiny did everything for
me. All the definitions of destiny are same and show that it is a consequence of action
reaction law of nature. I do everything that nature has told me to do. Therefore concepts
like morality, immorality, responsibility, and irresponsibility are meaningless, because as
we show that destiny is a global plan. The same philosophy has been reflected in Gita
also. There is nothing that is good or bad. There is nothing like north pole or south pole
of a magnet. They are just two different faces of the same object. So is life and death.

III.

Example - 1

Example - 2
The following example shows how the global plan of a corporation emanates events
sequentially to us and we just have no freewill but to respond according to the needs of
the events. Inside a corporation there cannot have any freewill for anybody. Money power
has purchased us to act and behave exactly the way the corporation wants. If you do not
obey your boss you will lose the job and face the economic consequences.
You are in your cubicle working intensely on a software programming problem. A
system test engineer comes to you and knocks your door. You respond and say hello. So
far, we see these acts are just equal and opposite reactions. Test engineer asks which file
has voltage limits for the relay number one. You think little bit and try to remember.
Again these are all sequential events following exactly the Newton’s action reaction law
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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Many people have asked – whether I will drink coffee or tea now is dependent on
my freewill. A little thinking will show that it is not based on my freewill. Therefore it is
destiny. Here we use the definition – “As you sow, so you reap”; that is, past defines the
present. Note that here past does not mean karma or ten years past but maybe one hour
or even hundred milliseconds in the past.
First of all your choice will depend on what you have taken last time and how long
time back. Your choice will also depend on the situation in the coffee room. If there is no
coffee in the pot you may be forced to take hot water and a tea bag. When you are there,
you may find your boss taking coffee, and so to be in tune with her, you may also want
to take coffee instead of tea.
Every single moment you are changing according to the events presented to you
by nature. These decisions happen so fast in your brain that you never realize that you
are constantly changing your mind in response to events. Thus we are not using our
freewill at any time, we are simply interacting, and there is always only one choice
available to you. As Newton said: action and reaction are equal and opposite to each
other. The Indian ancient scripture Samkhya says cause and effect are similar in nature.
You will make a fundamental mistake, if you think you are your body or your
brain. You are your soul and your soul is communicating with all souls constantly and
interactively and to you. There is abundance of evidences to prove that. This paper is on
this soul theory. Ignoring soul theory is like ignoring central bank in the analysis of
economic problems.
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We present several examples to show the action, reaction, and timing of the
activities to highlight the facts about nature, and to show that we interact with nature,
just like all other nonliving objects of nature. These examples will illustrate how we
should look at our behavior and actions to understand that we do not and cannot have
freewill.
Our thinking and analysis process must stop at the first reaction. We should not
continue thinking about our next actions. That will lead to confusions only. We must
always link an action-reaction pair with time gaps of less than one second to understand
the non-existence of freewill.
We are reacting according to the events. The events are presented to us from
nature, we do not have any control over them, and then we react to resolve the event. In
this process we are alone and isolated as individuals. We must then provide equal and 15
opposite reaction to the event.
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Destiny Examples

(27). You cannot use any one of your options; you do not have any choices, but to
respond correctly. For, you are working on a corporation under a global schedule in which
you have participated. You are constrained by the simultaneity law of all activities of the
corporation. You tell the file name relay_limits.h in the include directory. The engineer
thanks you and leaves the office. This is a straight forward simple case of sequential
events emanated, naturally, from the corporation’s global activity of test plan and
product design.
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The Mainstream

People have a tendency to believe and say that if it is not in the mainstream then
it must be wrong and should be considered as suspicious. We want to show that, on the
contrary, the mainstream is in general wrong.
The mainstream is the activity where most of the population is involved. There is
only about 1% of the population who thinks differently and performs differently, but still
maybe involved in the mainstream activities to earn their livelihood. These are the
Galileos of our time. Our analysis in this section will be focused to show that this 1% only
knows the real truth in all aspects of our lives. If you do research, and if you are lucky,
you will be able to find researchers in this 1% group and encounter the real truth. Note
that like Galileos, their researches are very thorough and astonishingly convincing.
The reason of this is quite simple and obvious – the money power. We have been
purchased by this money. Everybody in this world is controlled by the same money
coming from the same source, the central bank. We cannot escape the remote control
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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Here you are the CEO of a corporation. VP of sales comes to your office and
proposes a company labor strike, to prevent the disgrace and financial setback that the
planned export may cause, if the defective product lot is shipped this week. Both realize
the situation, but the CEO authorizes the VP to secretly carryout the labor strike plan.
16 This is the movie plot of the Oscar wining director Satyajit Ray in his 1974 film Company
Limited (Seema Baddha) [7]. Here we can see although immoral, illegal, but still agreed
upon by the CEO for the greater good of the corporation. Again the events happened
sequentially, but it was part of a preplanned global activity by the VP, that the CEO had
to agree without any options. There are many major world events that have happened
because of similar constraints. You can see that money played a very important role in
the above example. Without money things could have been different.
You can always say I would have done it in a different way. But remember that
another person will also say the same thing after learning about your experience. The
events, the environment, your characteristics, and time to react will determine how we
react. Since they are all different for every single one of us, we all react differently.
Things happen in real life in a completely different way than what we can imagine
sitting in our office. Our imagination can produce many examples to prove that destiny is
false. But our imagination will always fail to explain how and why we all behave the way
we do. We will also fail to explain the miraculous events that are happening everywhere,
all the time in our world. This is true for all real life reincarnation, yogic power, and
destiny examples available abundantly for us to examine. Many such examples are
discussed in this research paper.
The fact is every example that is happening in our world is part of destiny and can
be proven to be so. All we need to show is that there is a reason behind it, which is the
definition of destiny.

capability of this money power. Therefore we must understand the concept, organization,
activities, and the objective of this money power to understand why the mainstream is
wrong in mathematics, physics, economics, reincarnation, and destiny. Without such an
understanding it will not be possible to remove our colored eye glasses and get a rational
view.

8.
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ii. Central Bank (CB)
Most of us do not know that the source of money is the central bank (CB). In
USA it is the Federal Reserve Bank (Fed). CB is a privately owned bank and is a very
highly secretive organization. In some countries CB may be government owned, however,
the money supply and control function of CB is still in private hands. Only CB can print
money, and give it to anyone it wants, by any amount, and without any transparency
and accountability. In 2008 the Bloomberg News sued the Federal Reserve claiming that
the Fed paid secretly $12.8 trillion dollars for bailout money [9]. The GDP for USA was
$14.2 trillion at that time. Thus money supply is unlimited and free for the CB.
Money is not an object of nature. Money is not the paper or the coin, it is the
value associated with it. Thus we cannot see, touch, and feel anything about money. So
money, not being an object of nature, cannot follow the laws of nature too. Therefore
money has to be false, free, and abundant. Unless we understand this real nature of
money, it will be difficult to understand economy and the money power; and their
influence in mathematics, physics, and destiny.
Everything in nature is given to us as free. How can then something have a price?
Thus we have distorted our society, created false money, and then using this false money
the CB is controlling every activity of everybody. It has put a price tag for every object.
A land, a tree, water, an animal, a human being, our work, everything has been assigned
a price tag.
None of us can do anything against the objectives of the CB, and we all know this
very well. That is why the Nobel Laureate in economics, Milton Friedman, said: “One
unsolved economic problem of the day is how to get rid of the Federal Reserve” [10]. So
naturally the goal of CB will be to prevent the discovery of truth. That is, if people find
the real truth of any subject, then eventually people will discover the real truth about
CB, which must be prevented. However, as mentioned before, 1% of the population, in
any subject area, always knows all the universal truths.

F ) Volume XIII Issue VIII Version I

i. Objective of Money Power (MP)
Money is the most important control variable in our society. The same money is
used everywhere in the world. It is used in our education, business, research, health care,
manufacturing of food, philosophy, and religion. No one can escape this remote control 17
capability of the money power (MP). The fundamental control objective of money is that
no one should know or find out the truth of anything – including MP. As Carroll Quigley
[8, p. 465], a professor at Georgetown university and a mentor of US President Bill
Clinton, says Britain has two groups: classes and masses. In his book he said education
for classes has three negatives and one of them is that it must not find the truth. It
appears that the same philosophy has now spread all over the world for all groups. We
show with examples that, it is indeed the case in our time in history.
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In this subsection we discuss the concept of money power, the owners of this
power, its remote control capability, its pervasive characteristics, and how helpless we are
under its control. It plays a very important role in our destiny.

Year 2013

a) Money Power
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iii. CB and Global Plan
It should be recognized that CB has done an extremely good job all over the world.
Whatever good things have happened today in our world has happened because of the
18
CB. All wars were financed by banks and therefore by the CB, including the WW2.
Today two billion people of India are free because of WW2. US presidential candidate
Patrick Buchanan [13, p.295] of republican party wrote - “As it was, Britain was dragged
into an unnecessary war, which cost her nearly 400,000 dead, bankruptcy and the
dissolution of the British empire.” CB helped to destroy slavery from USA, apartheid from
South Africa. Today we do not see any king anywhere. Most of the dictators are also
gone. After implementing globalization by USA, national boundaries are vanishing, like in
European Union. The law of reincarnation says: human souls do not have nationality,
race, and religion. Any soul can take rebirth anywhere in the world. All such credits go to
central bank and its money power.
After the 9-11 attack in New York, USA started the Afghanistan and Iraq Wars.
These two wars created the immediate opportunity to install the CB in Afghanistan and
Iraq. Only two more countries, Iran and North Korea, do not have western style CB.
Once they are taken over, CB will have the full control over the world, and will truly
become the global king. After that is achieved, and the world is stabilized for some length
of time, it will be worth seeing what CB has in its global plan. According to simultaneity
law this global plan has been created by many people from many different corners of the
society, however, basically under the supervision of the CB. We must take a global view
to understand the CB and the destiny of our world.
If money is removed from the world by CB, then that move will bring heaven on
earth. Because of the modern networked computerized technology, it will be possible to
create a moneyless economy [14], which will run this exact same economy we have now, in
the exact same way, without any kind of money, and yet will provide the lifestyle anyone
wants. In the meantime however, the world is suffering significantly due to poverty, and
will continue to suffer, all because of CB. In the following subsections we track the root
causes for this manmade nature of our global destiny.
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iv. Printing Money
Assume that the total material wealth of a nation (GDP) is equivalent to a pot of
gold. Similarly assume that the total money available (M3) is a bag of dollar bills. This
bag of money has an one to one relationship with this pot of gold. This bag of money was
used to create that pot of gold. By the law of conservation (LOC) this pot of gold cannot
grow. Therefore this bag of money cannot grow either, because this is equivalent to that
pot of gold and is attached to it by the LOC.
As pointed out by the Bloomberg report [9], we know that the Fed can print
another bag of money, out of thin air. This extra bag doubles the price of the pot of gold
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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A past chairman of the Fed, Alan Greenspan, [11] said no government has any
power over this bank. CB is very powerful. It controls our government, military, CIA,
FBI, Police force. CB is the King of our time. It is the most powerful king that the world
has ever seen in its entire history. It rules the whole world using its MP. At one time,
during imperialism, the world used to be controlled by the philosophy and the objective of
the king. Now it is controlled by the philosophy and objective of the CB. The government
cannot control the CB; the CB controls the government by controlling the supply of
money to the government. More technical details of these ideas, facts, data, references,
and information from publicly available and well authenticated research are collected and
provided in the economics paper [12].

causing inflation. If this money is allocated only to the top fifth of the population then
their share of the pot of gold will increase, changing the wealth distribution. According to
the LOC the amount of gold cannot increase, the share of the bottom fifth will then
naturally decrease causing transfer of wealth. This transfer of wealth happens not only
because the money share decreases for the bottom fifth, the price of gold also increases,
and thus reducing their purchasing power.
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vi. Reincarnation
Capitalism measures people using money. Since money is false, this merit system
has to be false also. In business two jobs are never equal and so no two jobs can be
compared. Therefore two persons working on those two jobs cannot be compared also.
Two persons have entirely different life trajectories based on past life reincarnations. Since
past life experiences are playing important role in our present lives, as shown by examples
of reincarnations, we cannot compare two persons using only present life. Thus recognition
of reincarnation will create fundamental problems in the merit system promoted by money
power.
The theory of capitalism requires “you only have one life to live”. You will be
judged and paid according to your achievements in this one and only one life. So, you
make money anyway you can to live better. In Wall Street it is called IBGYBG, I will be
gone you will be gone [15]. So remain quiet, obey the business, take money, and help CB.
All these principles of capitalism like - I control my life, I have freewill, I am the boss etc.
- are against the law of reincarnation and destiny. The discovery of truth behind destiny
and reincarnation therefore must be suppressed.
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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v. Transfer of Wealth
Profiting is one of the pillars in the foundation of capitalism headed by the CB. Let
us first examine how profiting is against the law of nature and how it helps to transfer
your wealth.
Consider a company that manufactures writing pens at a total cost of $5 per pen.
Now assume that the company sells it at $15 per pen making a profit of $10 per pen.
Thus the cost of the pen for the CEO of the company is $5 but for you and me it is $15.
19
Therefore every pen is taking away an extra $10 from all of us. This process of profiting
helps to take money away from the people and to accumulate it in the hands of a very
small group of people causing inflation and transfer of wealth. Thus profiting is basically
cheating, we all understand that, but cannot do anything to stop it.
The interest charging process is essentially the same activity also. These
capabilities of CB violate the law of conservation, which says there is no win-win situation
possible. For every win-win situation there will always be a third party who will be the
loser. This third party is always the bottom fifth. Thus accumulating paper money is
equivalent to transferring material wealth.
Both profiting and interest charging were immoral according to major religions.
But now because of MP it is not only legal it is encouraged also [15]. Similarly, creating
recessions are major ways to transfer wealth from bottom fifth to upper fifth of the
population. Many people will become unemployed in recessions, there will be no jobs, and
the unemployed will lose their properties, which will be purchased by rich people at low
price, causing large scale transfer of wealth. Thus the activities of CB implemented via
capitalism like: profiting, interest charging, giving higher salary to a small group, creating
recessions, printing free money, etc. are designed to create classes and masses or rich and
poor. Thus money is not only an artificial and free object, it is also used to spread
poverty.
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viii. Suppress the Truth
Keynes [16, p. 235-236], a father of economic theories, said – “By a continuing
process of inflation, governments can confiscate, secretly and unobserved, an important
part of the wealth of their citizens. By this method they not only confiscate, but they
confiscate arbitrarily; and while the process impoverishes many, it actually enriches some.
The process engages all the hidden forces of economic law on the side of destruction and it
does it in a manner which not one man in a million is able to diagnose”. We should
recognize that the government is controlled by the CB. The government is not an
independent body; it cannot function without money supply, which is managed by the
CB. Note also that, the above quotation confirms the idea of – do not find the truth –
only one in a million may know. For the survival of CB, all truth must remain suppressed
and should not be discovered. Universal truths of nature therefore cannot be known from
these main stream activities.
If you pick any modern macroeconomics text book published in USA, you will find
that it never mentions that
x CB is a private bank and the source of MP
x It cannot be controlled by government
x CB controls the government by controlling the supply of money
x CB is not transparent, not responsible to anybody
x Money is free for CB and its supply is abundant.
Thus no economics student, including professors, will ever discover the true
nature of CB, and money power, without ever taking a special research and
investigation. This shows why only 1% of the economic community knows the real
truth.
The truth is always unique and universal. That means, something that is true in
USA but is false in China cannot be an universal truth. Similarly, the concept that was

16. Keynes M J, The economic consequences of the peace, Harcourt, Brace and Howe, New
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vii. Nishkam Karma
Karma means work and Nishkam means selfless work. The objective of any human
being should be to perform his work in a selfless manner. Only then it will be possible to
provide best performance to the humanity. Any amount of selfishness will hinder the
search of true knowledge and will prevent proper application of that knowledge for
producing high quality work. In most of our activities time is used as a tool to prevent us
from performing nishkam karma. In USA it is a very common statement that – we never
find time to make things right the first time, but we always have enough time to fix the
problems created during the first time. Thus time is an artificial constraint, which
prevents discovery of truth using perfect and nishkam karma.
The way of capitalism is to make more and more profit. Central bank will give you
more and more money if you make more and more profit. Thus exploit people, product,
and services as much as you can to make profit. This is promotion of selfishness. Thus
20 capitalism inherently prevents manufacturing of quality products; a fact which we see
abundantly around us. In addition this more and more money makes us loyal to the CB,
afraid of losing job, increases insecurity. And we become part of money power and extend
its abuse. This also creates a larger and larger group of masses and smaller and smaller
group of classes. These activities are against the knowledge of yoga, meditation, nishkam
(selfless) karma, reincarnation, and destiny; which are all laws of nature. The laws of
nature represent the universal truth. However, they shake the foundation of capitalism,
and money power. Both of which are controlled and managed by the CB.

true thousand years back all over the world but is not true now also cannot be an
universal truth. Only all laws of nature are unique universal truth all over the world and
for all time. Anything that violates the laws of nature must be false and should be
removed from the design of our society.

b) Science Power
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Science is also a major force against discovery of all real truth including destiny
and reincarnation. People believe that science is correct, and think that reincarnation or
destiny therefore does not have any scientific basis. However, we show here with some
examples and logic that science is wrong, it does not and cannot work, and therefore
there is no concept like scientific basis. Money Power (MP) cannot allow science to find
any truth. The CB has heavily invested in math and science and has created the science
power to keep people away from real truth. As we have mentioned money is false; how
can then a false thing be used to find the real truth? You cannot. Science and math have
21
to be false.
As a matter of fact, it is not necessary to understand science, to know that it is
wrong. We can easily verify that it has to be wrong, from a philosophical point of view
also. You have to accept only one truth: all math and science theories have assumptions.
And it is obvious that nature does not and cannot make any assumptions. Therefore
math and science are contradictory to nature, and so they are all false. However, we give
two examples from physics and mathematics to illustrate the details. A careful
observation will show that assumptions do not make science and math approximate; they
make them outright wrong as we show here.
Consider the example of Newton’s first law [17, p.115], a very well known and
popular law that we have studied in our high schools. This law has an assumption that
says – “in the absence of any external forces”. Let us investigate this assumption; if this
assumption is wrong then we can say that the law must be wrong too. Clearly this
assumption cannot be true, because there are always gravitational forces due to sun,
earth, moon and many other heavenly objects of nature. There is no place in near earth
and in deep space where there is no gravitation. Since earth is rotating, there is also a
rotational force called Coriolis force. Thus the above assumption is wrong.
Obviously, nature does not and cannot make any assumptions in describing its
laws. The nature must be taken as is. Therefore the nature’s laws of motion cannot also
have any assumptions. Thus the Newton’s first law cannot be correct, because it comes
with an assumption. Newton started with something that was misleading and confused all
of us for centuries. The following statements, confirming our assertion, can be found in a
physics textbook, [18, p. 8], about the Newton’s first law: “We could hardly sustain that
this principle (First law) is a strict experimental result. On the one hand it is not evident
how to recognize whether a body is free of forces or not. Even if a unique body in the
universe were thought, it is undoubted that its movement could not be rectilinear and
uniform in every reference system”.
It is very easy to verify that if you leave a ball in deep space, it will not remain
stationary as predicted by the first law. The ball will start moving and will change its
speed as the time varying gravitational force changes. Thus the assumption did not make
the law approximate, it made it wrong.
Every theory of physics and mathematics has an assumption about nature. Since
nature cannot make any assumptions, all of these theories are wrong. We have explained
it in the case of Newton’s first law as an example. Many such examples are described in
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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Using the definition (2) we get the expression for the finite Laplace transform (FLT):
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In the expression (1) the variable t is usually considered as time. It shows that the
time must be valid from zero to infinity. The function F(s) on the left hand side, called
infinite Laplace transform (ILT), will be valid only for infinite time system. Now infinity
is an assumption in nature, because nature is always a finite time system, as we have
discussed.
Let us consider an example with finite time T to bring out the fact [20] that the
Laplace transform is based on infinite time assumptions, that is, it cannot be used for
finite duration signals. The finite duration step function f(t) is defined by
1
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We can see from (3) that the FLT has the standard ILT term

1
ݏ

and another

expression involving ݁ െ ܶݏ. The second term in (3) is zero only when T is infinity. Thus if
we use only the first part of (3), the ILT part, then we will implicitly assume infinite time
situation for our finite time problem (2) and the Laplace model will not be correct for real
engineering problems.
Observe from expression (4) that the FLT does not have any poles at the origin,
but the ILT has. At s=0 the expression (4) takes 0/0 form. Thus by using the first part of
(3) for finite time engineering problems we artificially inject poles in the models. The
entire Laplace Transform theory must be revised and rewritten for applications in finite
time engineering [21].
Similarly, data analysis that we have done using infinite time Fourier theory could
be wrong also [22]. If you analyze this way then you will find that all mathematical
theories will be invalid under all laws of nature discussed in this paper.
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the paper [19]. This example confirms the theory that: education should not find the truth
and is consistent with the objective of money power. Moreover, it is not possible for
humans to understand nature. Humans are created by nature. Creation cannot know or
understand the creator. For similar reasons, our computers cannot know humans, for
example. At some point in the chain of questions on every subject, we have to accept the
laws of nature without any explanation.
Now we illustrate the falsity of mathematics with one example. Replacing infinity
assumption by a large number does not make math approximate, but makes it completely
wrong. Consider the well known mathematical theory of Laplace Transform (LT) which is
widely used in engineering and physics. Laplace transform theory is defined by (1):
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V.

Characteristics of Nature

To comprehend the problems of science and math we must understand some
fundamental characteristics of nature and how they are used in engineering. We will see
that the embedded engineering is a miniature replica of nature. This understanding will
also allow us to get a feel for the long hand of the money and money power. We are all,
in a very subconscious way, working as agents of money power, safeguarding our personal
interests, and preventing the discovery of all real and universal truths.
In this section we discuss the following laws: global plan, simultaneity law,
boundedness law, finite time law. We also show why testing of scientific theories is not
feasible.

a) Global Plan
There exists a global plan in our planet and our activities are part of that plan.
Our galaxy is a giant spiraling structure with its associated motions in space. Our solar
system is present in one of its branches and is moving along with this huge galaxy. The
sun cannot go anywhere on its own; it must follow the course dictated by the global plan
of this galaxy. While staying on earth we do not see the definition of our galaxy. As we
go away from earth, in the deep space, the global plan of the galaxy begins to unravel its
mystery, structure, and the journey. From this far away point in space we can get the
glimpse [23] of the future path or destiny of our earth.
If we look inside a corporation we find a global plan that governs all activities of
all employees. When we start a new project in the company, many employees sit together
in a conference and create a global plan for the project. They together decide the things to
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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The major problem of science (math and physics) is that it is not required to work.
It works only on paper and pencil. When it is used in engineering we find that it does not
work. This is because engineering, which uses natural components and natural materials,
cannot make assumptions also, and must automatically follow natural laws. Engineers add
lot of patches, kludges, and redundancies, to make the science work [19]. When you add
patches, then the science is not a theory anymore, it is a patch work. Because engineering
cannot make assumptions, engineering automatically eliminates all assumptions from
science, making science invalid, because these theories work only under their assumptions.
Science is used by CB to maintain the power of money. In this sense science indirectly
prevents recognition or discovery of destiny law and all associated truths, like
reincarnation.
Many of our famous inventors, who changed the world, like Benjamin Franklin,
Thomas Edison, Wright Brothers, Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, were not even formally
educated. Thus science education is not necessary, that is because they cannot be used in 23
engineering and are all wrong as illustrated with the examples above. We should not
throw away the ideas behind destiny and reincarnation by saying that they do not have a
scientific basis, because there is no such thing as scientific basis. Science and education are
controlled by money power. Therefore science carries the same objectives of the central
bank – should not find the truth.
By not disclosing the real truth in the mainstream we are misleading the entire
humanity. The society can be completely different, much more trustworthy, and peaceful
if we all know the real truth. It is possible to run the exact same economy, in the exact
same way we have now, without sacrificing any of our life styles, with complete disclosure
of truth in all areas of life. Such a society can only be created by removing money from
the world [14].
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be done, assign a time schedule for each activity, assign people working on such activities,
define how people will interface in creating their individual assignments etc. Once the plan
is precisely drawn everyone knows exactly what they will do in the next day for several
months, until the project is completed. During this period no one has any freedom to
change their work plan, and why they would try to change, they would not, because they
jointly created the plan. This corporation is also linked with other corporations in the
same industry. Going farther outwards we see that the entire economy is working in a
coordinated way under a global plan.
Same is true for our society. This global plan is created by the action-reaction law
that started long time back and is still continuing and will continue forever. The
reincarnation law says that we were there before. We came to this earth many times in
the past and will continue to come again and again. The simultaneity law is also involved
in this global plan. Things are happening because of simultaneous action and reaction of
24 many people over global space and global time. These simultaneity, action-reaction, and
reincarnation laws together create this global plan. Together they are generating all the
activities in this universe. If we move far away, and look at the global history of our
political and economical systems for past few centuries, then we will be able to see this
global plan and then we can estimate its possible future.
We can see many trends of this global plan in the history of our world for last two
three centuries. We have seen all kings have vanished from the world. Systematically one
by one they were all removed. British Empire was destroyed by WW2, Mughal Empire
from India was removed by British kings. Kings from Russia and China were also removed
by communism. On the economic front we see how slowly banking system took over the
world. They created huge money power that controls all governments, their militaries,
intelligence services, and police force. We see that a monolithic central banking (CB)
system has evolved with their owners as the new king of the entire world. This money
power emanating from the CB controls entire world now. Our education, religion,
medicine, food industries everything is under unified global control of this money power.
On the political front we see some kind of parliamentary system has been installed in
almost all countries. We can see also that none of these parliamentary systems has any
power of their own. They are controlled by lobbyist sent by the money power. No member
of these parliaments has any rights for secret ballot system in the management of their
governments. Thus globally people lost their freedom to control their governments. We
can see that an unified global plan has evolved.
At the individual level money plays an important role in placing us inside the
global plan. The supply of money is controlled by the Central Bank (CB) as discussed.
There is a huge Money Power (MP) associated with the CB. It is the same money that
controls all activities of this world. It is a very coherent and unified force. Using the
money supply the CB can remote control each one of us. By terminating us from our jobs,
life can be completely changed. Thus we are all forced to participate in the global plan
created by the CB and MP. Our destiny therefore is intimately tied with this global plan.
It is interesting to observe that CB was evolving over centuries, and incarnation after
incarnation new souls entered and left the CB and MP, and yet none in CB and MP did
try to change its role. This probably shows that CB and MP did not enter its death
process yet, that is the global plan has not reached its final matured form.
Unfortunately, because of the complexity of action-reaction law, lack of knowledge
of our past life activities, and the simultaneity law we cannot precisely estimate the
future. However, when we come to any point in the future time then we can look back
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A very important characteristic of nature is its simultaneity. All humans are
interacting constantly, simultaneously, and all over the world and for all time. So is true
with all physical objects. Nothing is isolated and nothing can be isolated.
A company on precision weight measurement system [25] uses the moon’s gravity
effect, as it travels over earth, to precisely measure the weight of a mass on earth. Thus
simultaneity is global and not just local. This company’s products show how complex and
sophisticated our modern requirements are. Before we even realize, everything in
engineering will be simultaneously integrated together just like our natural world is.
We cannot take earth out of its orbit and analyze it. Then it will not be earth any
more. Similarly I am a completely different person when I am outside my home. Thus my
characteristics are very strongly dependent on my environment. I will behave completely
differently in a controlled environment. The situation will be same for any electron also.
An electron out of its orbit is not an electron any more. These facts must be considered
carefully when we use mathematics in describing our nature.
Since no two objects can be present at same place in same time, the impact of
simultaneity law is different for different objects, including quantum mechanical particles.
Thus no two particles can be compared. They have different characteristics. They all
come from their own simultaneous environments. For the same reason, a particle taken
out of its simultaneous environment is completely different. The simultaneity law implies
there is no isolated environment. We show that all algebra, in particular, vector space,
operator theory, Schwartz inequality, are designed for isolated environments only.
Newton’s first law failed because it violated this simultaneity law and assumed instead an
isolated environment.
Thus if we want to add two vectors, the addition will be meaningful, only when the
vectors belong to same class. But if we assign one physical variable to one vector and
another physical variable to another vector then they cannot be added any more. All
physical variables are different and have different characteristics. Thus we see that this
law has immense implications for mathematics. It indicates that mathematics cannot even
comprehend the objects of nature. This law essentially prevents us from using Schwartz
inequality to two different quantum mechanical particles. Similarly, it prevents cascading
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and see the global plan in the events of the past. Thus the existence of the plan is very
definite but the prediction is not realistically definite. This observation is not just for our
societies, it can be observed in our personal life also. Any event that appears meaningless
or random now will appear meaningful and reasonable at some future time, when taken in
global context.
If we look at things in local time, in local region, using local concepts and local
philosophy, we will see only local activities and it will appear like noise, random, and with
no plan or purpose. The global plan can be understood well if we view the entire world
and over long period of time covering 3-4 centuries, just like the galaxy example. A
meaningful unified theory can be detected in the global plan only when all major as well
as all minor events of the world history can be explained using this unified theory.
Sometimes whistleblowers, like [8, 24], come out to reveal the inner workings of the power
structures (CB and MP) giving us a great deal of the global view. These people were
actually hired to reveal the secrets of power structures. There are some news channels like 25
PBS in USA that reveal many secrets. Internet of course is the best resource. Mainstream
will never give you the real truth. You have to look in the bushes and branch roads to
find the universal truth.

Year 2013

two operators, because output of one operator cannot be used as input to another
operator. Operator inputs must have specific characteristics, once we use an operator, we
have changed the characteristics of the output object, and this changed characteristics is
invalid as input for the second operator. The simultaneous environments of inputs and
outputs are different. An operator takes an object out of its environment, making it a
different object.
Our math and science are not yet ready for simultaneity law. Most of the theories
that we use now are more than 100 years old. Requirements, concepts, and philosophies of
those simpler days are deeply embedded in those theories.
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To understand the limitations of mathematics compared to the characteristics of
nature we should understand operating systems. The real time operating system (RTOS)
implements the simultaneity law in engineering. It is a multitasking system that interacts
26
with interrupts from external and internal sources. Basically RTOS is a collection of tasks
where each one is designed to operate simultaneously. Their job is to monitor the
environment and get the required data whenever the environment changes [26]. Many of
our embedded systems interact with external computers via serial interfaces. In many
cases these interfaces bring user commands also. These interfaces are constantly
monitored by several tasks to reconfigure the system according to the changes in the
environment. Thus simultaneity is built into all embedded systems just like in nature.
Isolated environment or system or object is not meaningful in modern engineering. The
output of any engineering experiment is thus a result of many such simultaneous
influences.
An interesting result of simultaneity law is humans as an engineering product of
nature. A person is described by the social and economic conditions of the place where he
was born and raised. The person is also described by the values and culture of his parents.
He is similarly defined by all his teachers, schools, and colleges where he got his
educations. He is also the product of many simultaneous interactions of all his friends,
colleagues, and children. Thus every person has many different characteristics and
therefore no two persons can be similar and compared. Similarly the results of two
different engineering experiments performed by same embedded engineering system cannot
be compared. The results are unique and unequal, because an engineering system senses
the environment.
Clearly, RTOS is beyond the scope of mathematics and physics, but it is an
integral part of modern engineering as well as nature. Anytime a task switches from one
to another, it finds the environment completely changed. When the task was in sleep
mode, the simultaneity law worked and changed that environment. But our present
mathematics and physics theories rely on the continuity of states from one task to
another, but that does not hold under RTOS and all other laws discussed here. It is clear
that most of our mathematical and scientific theories do not have any means to
accommodate all the laws mentioned in this section. Thus all engineering experiments will
remove all isolated environment based assumptions and make the corresponding theories
fail.
Mathematics is designed based on the assumption of isolated environment. Nature
never obeys that assumption. Thus it is completely unreliable to trust mathematics and
think that math can define nature. Mathematics has no comprehension of nature at both
galaxy and particle level in describing our nature. The real characteristic of the
simultaneity law is truly mind boggling.
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The truth is always universal and unique in nature. There cannot be multiple
truths on any subject, in the sense that the truth is constant over time and over space.
Thus it cannot be true that reincarnation only happens in the east and is not happening
in the west. It must be happening everywhere and for all time. There are ample
documentations on truth of reincarnations for all countries in the world. Reincarnation
law is not based on religion, race, or nationality. Thus the reincarnation law cannot be
invalid for Christian and Muslim religions and valid only for Buddhists. This is because
reincarnation is a law of nature and therefore is an unique universal truth.
But humans will never be able to find the universal truth. Because of the
simultaneity law and the reincarnation law, every event is a result of actions of many
people from many different places and over many incarnations. It is not possible for an
ordinary human being to know all the information given by expression (33). This
information space is a multidimensional space, and every individual lives only in one of
its very small subspaces, as is highlighted for some variables in (33). A part cannot know
the whole. The global plan cannot be visible from local space time state. Universal truth
and the global plan are thus intimately related.
Only yogis can know the universal truth. Only with the help of yogic power a
human can directly communicate with the soul of anybody and acquire all information it
wants. Only such meditation and yogic power allows one to discover the mystery of soul
and other characteristic of the universe. It is quite a miracle that yogis around the globe
discovered the reincarnation law more than ten thousand years before. This fact alone
should convince us about the claims of yogic power. There are many examples of
communicating with the soul by such yogis, even in our modern times [27, 28, 29]. The
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We cannot do anything in this world all by ourselves. Everything happens because
of simultaneous interactions of all people over all past and present times. We can see it
clearly as a result of globalization of our economy. We are all simultaneously influenced
by the environment of the earth. Earthquake, tsunami, environmental pollution, financial
recessions, all simultaneously affect us over all time including future time. We call the
result of this law as the global space time (GST) effect. In a later section we show that all
souls are also constantly talking to each other using some method unknown to us, but
known to yogis of India.
It may appear that this global plan is controlled by some kind of supervisor. But
that is not necessary, and may not be true. If you look at the global plan of a
corporation, you will find not the founder, nor is the CEO controlling or guiding
everything. CEO is getting ideas from his VPs, who in turn are getting feedbacks from his
people. All activities are controlled by the simultaneous action and reaction of everybody.
Nobody is making a single decision that is changing everything. That will violate the 27
action reaction or cause and effect law. In the same way if you look at the global plan of
our solar system, you will find that everything is created by the simultaneity law. RTOS
actually functions in the above way. A VP is very much like a task in a RTOS.
A best example will be an electronic circuit board. Every component is doing its
precisely defined work, all components are working simultaneously, and none of them are
CEOs or VPs in the circuit board. Although, the components have different sizes, shapes,
colors etc. but each one is important; if any one fails, the entire circuit board will fail or
begin to malfunction. The embedded engineering system is a simpler replica of nature.
Whenever we need to think about nature, we can imagine about an embedded engineering
circuit board for analysis.
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yogic power cannot be understood by any other means. These experiences of humans show
that ordinary person cannot find the universal truth. We have shown that math and
science cannot also find the unique universal truth.
Observe that in one engineering sense we have captured a very important universal
truth. Consider a digital microprocessor. It is an electronic integrated circuit that can
perform miracles. It can solve all problems of the world. You give any problem, or any
complex algorithm, a person will be able to convert it into C-programming language or
native assembly language, and execute it on the microprocessor. This microprocessor does
not know what it is solving, it is only executing its own CPU logic one by one in
sequence, but you are seeing that it is solving your problem. Thus the design of a
microprocessor has captured the universal truth behind all our engineering and other
kinds of problems of our modern society. A microprocessor proves the existence of unique
universal truth behind all our analytical thoughts.
28
The universal truth is always eternal. It always appears in all occasions. It cannot
be suppressed. In our context the universal truths are: the reincarnation law, simultaneity
law, the action-reaction law, the conservation law, and birth and death processes etc. Any
process that tries to suppress the universal truth will die sooner than later. One universal
truth we always know: that is the death process for all objects. We all know one day we
all will die. This is true for our economic and political systems also.
In the old days we used to draw front view, side view, and top view of many
mechanical objects in our engineering drawings. We then had to imagine from them the
true picture of the object in the mind’s eye. Today technology has advanced; we can draw
the real 3-D object directly on our computer and then rotate the object to see it from
many different angles, all on the computer screen. Thus we now have the real truth, the
unique universal truth of the object. In old days we had only views, none of them were
correct or complete. The same can be true for all objects and subjects of our life. The
reason is that truth is multidimensional as represented by (33). If two persons differ in
their views, then only one of us must be true or both may be wrong, because all of us are
missing other dimensions. This is particularly true for non-physical things like, soul,
reincarnation, and destiny.
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e) Boundedness Law
Let x denote any engineering or physical variable, like voltage, current, water
pressure, etc. In engineering x always has a lowest and a highest possible value. Or in
other words they cannot take any arbitrary value from minus infinity to plus infinity. We
call this feature of a variable as the boundedness law of nature. We will also call it limiter,
nonlinearity or saturation law of engineering. Using mathematical notations we can
express this law in the following way:
L  x  U

Figure 1 : Saturation Non-Linearity
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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f) Finite Time Law
The finite time law is essentially an extension of the boundedness law. These days
most of the complex engineering systems are controlled by one or more digital
microprocessors and software. All activities that these systems perform are done in small
interval of time duration, of the order of several micro or milliseconds. And such activities
are repeated continuously [22].
Consider the example of a robotic arm, picking up an item from one place and
dropping it in another place and repeating the process in, say, less than a second of time.
Similarly a digital communication receiver system, like GPS, receives an electrical signal
of milliseconds duration, for example, representing the data, extracts the data from the
signal, sends it to the output, and then goes back to repeat the process.
Our software runs under real time multitasking operating systems (RTOS) which
are also nothing but finite state machines. A finite state machine is a collection of finite
number of activities of finite durations, repeated asynchronously and/or synchronously
based on the external as well as internal events. Every time a task returns, it finds a
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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Here L can be positive, zero, or any negative number but cannot be minus infinity.
Similarly U can be negative, zero, or any positive number, but cannot be positive infinity.
However U must be greater than L.
Figure 1 describes graphically the logic to implement (5). The horizontal axis is the
input axis for the variable x. Along the horizontal axis, x can take any value from minus
infinity to plus infinity. We show the boundedness of x in the vertical or output axis of
the graph. The graph shows when x is between a and b, whatever way x changes, similar
changes happen in the output axis. However, when x goes beyond b you can see that on
the output axis it stays fixed at U. That is the output is limited to U. The same is true in
the lower direction of x, and is limited by L. The box in Figure 1 represents a non-linear
system.
Wherever there is an engineering variable in a system, an embedded engineer adds
this box at that location of the system, to protect the components there, otherwise the
system will fail or burnout. This box is implemented in analog hardware circuits in the 29
form of automatic gain control. It is also implemented in both digital hardware and
embedded microprocessor based software. All hands-on experienced engineers will
automatically place these boxes in their design. This is a very common embedded
engineering practice.
Since the box is a nonlinear box representing the natural law, and implemented by
design, all engineering systems are nonlinear systems by nature. Or in other words there
are no linear systems in engineering. Note that linear systems are not approximations to
this kind of boundedness law. It can be shown that local linearized solutions do not satisfy
modern complex engineering requirements.
The examples of such systems with boundedness law are abundant in engineering.
All we have to look for is to see the schematic of any embedded hardware and the source
code of real time embedded software or firmware. It is not that engineering has completely
ignored it, theory has been developed, as an example see [30]. But it is still not practical
for the complex problems of our time. However mathematics and science have largely
ignored the boundedness law. Observe that this is not a philosophical issue, it is a real
engineering problem, and creates conflict with existing theories that we use. Because of
this law all linear mathematics will automatically fail in engineering. And engineers will
be forced to fix the failures by adding kludges and patches. Note again that the
boundedness law is a law of nature.
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g) Engineering Experiments
In many cases we see that experimental results seem to suggest that the theory is
correct. But that is not a formal verification of a theory. All experiments are engineering
experiments. Engineering is part of nature and therefore obeys the laws of nature. Since
nature does not and cannot make any assumption, all experiments automatically eliminate
all assumptions of all theories. Therefore experiments do not and cannot prove theories.
To test a theory, which claims to be a law of nature, we must first establish the
environment, to verify the assumptions in nature, and not in an artificial environment.
Then we must test the results or conclusions under those assumptions. As an example,
Newton's First law can never be tested, because it has an assumption - "In the absence of
any interaction with something else". This assumption is never valid in nature.
Gravitational force is always there in space and near earth. Such an assumption cannot be
implemented by any engineering experiment. Thus Newton’s first law has never been
tested and cannot be tested also.
Same is true for uncertainty principle which, as we show, uses Fourier Transform
(FT). The FT uses infinite time assumption. Since we can never perform an experiment
for infinite time, we can never verify uncertainty principle. If we replace infinite time by
finite time, we will not get an approximate result, as we show there will be no
uncertainty, a dramatic change [31]. Thus in reality, we have never tested the uncertainty
principle.
All we want is to make the readers understand, that assumptions are invalid in
engineering, and therefore in nature also; and thus assumptions cannot be used to
describe a law of nature. We claim that all mathematics and therefore sciences have
assumptions. Therefore no theory can be tested using any experiment, because all
experiments will eliminate all assumptions, thus making the theories not testable and
therefore invalid.
The elimination of assumptions naturally leads to the conclusion that engineering
never used a true theory, and it always had to correct all applications of all theories by
adding kludges and patches in both hardware and software. This is really true in practice;
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different environment. The previous tasks have operated on the system and created a new
environment. Thus the same finite duration task or activity is always performed on
different signal and under different environment.
Although our systems run continuously, like GPS transmitters and receivers, traffic
light systems at street corners, but if you look at the internals you will always find that
the building blocks are based on finite duration processes.
It is quite surprising that the embedded system evolved to perform things as
continuous repetition of finite time activities. If we observe carefully we will see that the
nature is also composed of finite time activities. Everything in nature has a birth process,
maturity process, and death process. Each one of the processes is also a finite duration
process. We also see that earth rotates over finite time around its axis and around the
sun. Thus repeating finite time process is a law of nature.
Yet, most of the mathematical theories that we commonly use, assume infinite
30
time. It can be shown that if we replace the infinite time by finite number, however large,
the theory will completely fail [21]. Thus again, these are not approximations of large
numbers, these are collapse of theories, as explained here. In particular we show that the
uncertainty principle will not work if we eliminate infinity by any finite value. Thus in
real life and in uncertainty principle cannot be correct.

if you ask any knowledgeable and hands-on test engineer in embedded engineering
software, he will always confirm the above conclusions affirmatively [19].
VI.

In this section we briefly discuss the reincarnation phenomenon for humans [32].
We show, by giving real life examples, that reincarnation is a law of nature. Thus our life
is a repeating process of many life cycles, in each cycle we make some contribution
towards the objective of our global plan. These examples will show that reincarnation is
not based on religion, faith, or any kind of belief system. It is happening all over the
world for all time.
Destiny is a consequence of action-reaction law and is generated by the global plan
described over global time. Past life events and actions continue to affect us for all time
in future. Thus without reincarnation destiny cannot be completely explained and
31
understood.
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Our normal understanding of proof comes from the science and engineering
concepts. Let us say that we want to prove that hydrogen and oxygen when combined
properly will produce water. We prove this inside a chemistry laboratory. We take
precisely known amounts of hydrogen and oxygen, mix them together in a test tube and
then burn or give an electric spark [33] to ignite the gases to produce water. In our
context we want to say that this is not really a proof; instead this is a demonstration of a
theory.
We may want to say that the proof is the long process that required lot of research
by many people over many years to find out that we needed hydrogen and oxygen. Then
we did lot of trial and error to find out the exact amounts needed of them. Again after
long investigation researchers have found that the items must be ignited by some means
to combine them. We call this entire process as the proof. Once we have come to a
definite answer to all our questions, then we repeated the test and documented the final
steps. Now anyone can repeat those final steps to demonstrate the theory.
Reincarnation also can be proven in the same way. In this case the laboratory will
be the whole world. Similar amount of research needs to be done over long time and by
many people to identify and short list very convincing cases of Jatismaras, the children
who remember past life, which cannot be explained by any other known processes. Then
any one can take these final selected cases, carefully analyze them, document the results,
and then publish them. This is basically what has been done by Professor Ian Stevenson
[34] and his colleagues for over 40 years for more than 3000 cases all over the world.
Dr. Ian Stevenson (1918-2007) was the head of the Department of Psychiatric
Medicine, at the University of Virginia, School of Medicine, at Charlottesville, Virginia,
USA. His research was funded by one of the founders of Xerox Corporation. People say
Stevenson will be considered as Galileo of next century.
But long before, Stevenson’s proof, the reincarnation theory has been proven by
local people and by their own methods of verification [35], which were similar to what
Stevenson did. Each family examined their own cases more thoroughly, than Stevenson
did, over the entire 4-5 years of the child’s early ages. Their effort was more rigorous and
thorough than possibly anyone else can do, because the parents lived with the child. They
have examined the details of every moment in the child’s daily activities. This is how
reincarnation was proven over and over again for more than several thousand years and
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b) Reincarnation Examples
A generalized overview of one important class of real life reincarnation examples
can be described using the following scheme.
x A baby is born with two gunshot wounds: G1 on the chest and G2 at the back.
x Around age two, when he learns to speak, the boy says: in his past life his name was
N, he lived in town T, and on date D he was killed by a gunshot at chest.
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all over the world. The parents believed, local community believed, and eventually the
entire society, civilization, and the world believed.
Many say – those who believe in reincarnation will not require any proof and those
who do not believe no amount of proof will convince them. But we are not professing on
belief or faith in this paper. Faith and belief are not at all scientific. When we talk about
a physics or chemistry problem we do not mention belief or faith. We just ask you to go
to the lab and do the experiment on your own or read the details of the experiment from
the literature.
For reincarnation the idea is same. You can go and perform the experiment on any
of the established recent cases. That is, go to the town and talk to the boy and their
parents, stay there for two three days, and convince yourself. Alternatively, read the
details of any one of the cases investigated by Professor Stevenson. Dr. Stevenson has
documented [34] most thoroughly each of the cases he has investigated.
32
Has science answered any question? No it has not. Take for example – solar eclipse.
Do we know why it happens? Some will say because all heavenly bodies rotate around
each other. But then we would ask why do they rotate? Do we have answers for that?
Yes, because they attract. But we do not know why they attract. We used the term
gravity instead of the word attract and fooled all of us; as if gravity is science and
attraction is not. Thus we see that at some point in the sequence of questions we failed to
answer the original question and had to accept things as law of nature without any proof.
We have gone down from one level to another level, ultimately down to quantum
mechanical level. This quantum mechanical level does not have any experimental
foundation, is based on theories, which are full of assumptions, as we have shown in this
paper, and therefore cannot be correct.
Then why not accept all natural phenomena right away as they are. Engineers
never try to explain things. They observe how things happen, and then they build the
product using that observation. They keep on patching until they are satisfied. The fact is
we can never explain how things happen in nature, because nature evolved over billions of
years and our scientific knowledge is only 200 years old. Moreover nature created us;
therefore the creator can never be understood by the ordinary people. Just like our
computers can never understand humans. However, by acquiring yogic power we can
understand our soul, which is the ultimate creator.
Note that these reincarnation examples are not case studies. Nature is teaching us
to learn, by creating examples or experiments, to demonstrate to humanity the real truth
of reincarnation. Here every experiment is unique and is happening throughout the
centuries over all countries. Physics experiments are also little different when performed in
different laboratories. Thus there are no differences between the two types of experiments.
One is done by men and the other one is done by nature. One done by nature definitely
represents the ultimate truth than the one done by men. Nature does not use money
power to fool people.

x

In this example a very important concept must be observed. When the baby was in
mother’s womb, the soul constructed the body of the baby exactly the way it was near
the end of the previous life. The entire wound of the past life has been clearly and
precisely reproduced in the present body of the new baby. This proves that a soul can do
anything it wants during the growth of the baby.
It is then quite possible that everything else in our normal body is also constructed
by our soul. Gita says you are born in the same state as you died. Theory of differential
equations also says the same thing. Statistical data, in a small town in Sweden, has been
found to link the health conditions of grandfather generation to grandson generation [37],
which can be explained using the reincarnations of same soul. The soul is the ultimate
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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i. Birth Defect Type
The following case is taken from [36]. Here we see that birth defects extend deep
inside the body. This is the case of an American boy named DG, who was born in 1997.
When he learned to speak he mentioned to his mother that DG was her father LS. DG
made a number of statements that indicated knowledge about his maternal grandfather's
life that his mother thought he could not have obtained through normal means. DG’s
parents were Christian but his mother was open to reincarnation ideas. DG discussed the
death of his grandfather. He said how LS died in an incident in a store where several
people were shooting. He also described many aspects of the life of LS. He talked about
the two cats LS had and even mentioned the nickname that LS had given to one of them.
DG had a narrowing of the pulmonary artery at the site of the valves. His mother
reported no infections during her pregnancy that could cause such problems for her baby.
There was no family history of congenital heart defects. DG's birth defect was very
similar to the fatal wounds suffered by his grandfather in a shooting. The autopsy report
of LS said something like the following: The gunshot wound went through the skin, soft
tissue, and left ribs. Then it cut through the left lung, and main pulmonary artery. There
was a 4 cm lacerated wound of the main pulmonary artery.
The paper [36] says DG’s birth defects had a pulmonary valve artesia with intact
ventricular septum. This means narrowing of pulmonary artery. He had poor development
of the right side of the heart. DG underwent a shunt, the first of several procedures, and
has done quite well with no lifestyle restrictions. The narrowing of DG's pulmonary
artery was a close match with the wound to LS's pulmonary artery.
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Researchers go to the hospital of town T. They find that on date D a person named N
indeed died there due to a gunshot.
x They ask the hospital to show the autopsy photos of the dead body of N.
x From the photos they verify that the wounds at chest and back are exactly like G1
and G2. Not only that, they are at same locations also.
In the above generalized example we see that physical marks from the previous
body appeared on a newly born baby. This experience and observation cannot be denied
by any means as a case of reincarnation. There are thousands of such well documented
birth-defect type cases. This is as straightforward as – someone dropped a ball and it fell
on the ground. It is not possible to deny such a trivial phenomenon. Thus again, it has
nothing to do with religion, faith, or belief system. This phenomenon is happening all
over the world in all countries and to people of all faiths. Reincarnation is an unique and
33
universal law of nature.

creator of the universe and life. Thus our features and characteristics will entirely depend
on what souls want from the next life. Details of which are not available probably, but
some descriptions of soul theory is given in both Gita [38] and Samkhya [39]. Again these
can only be revealed by Yogis or huge computerized reincarnation tracking software and
database.
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ii. Scholastic Type
In this type the child not only demonstrates and proves that he is a reincarnation
of a previous life, that is, Jatismara, but also demonstrates extraordinary human talent
that one cannot attain by any means at that age. These talents are like exceptional
musical talents or philosophical understanding of a subject, with an ability to express such
knowledge better than any adult. We want to say that these people are born with some
yogic power, exceptional but narrow in scope. All of us have yogic power to some extent.
34
Our first example is of a boy named Maung Tun Kyaing (MTK), from Burma
(now Myanmar) during the British period, who preached Buddhism from very early age of
4, with a profound understanding of the subject. The case has been authenticated by
Lama Govinda, and also by the then British governor Sir Harcourt Butler of Burma. Both
of them personally talked to the boy. Govinda has interviewed the boy, boy’s father, and
investigated many details related to MTK [27, pp. 190-197].
Lama Anagarika Govinda (1898-1985) was a German man, later became a
Buddhist. Robert Thurman, a Columbia University professor describes Govinda as the
greatest philosopher of the west, although little known. Note that the middle name
“Anagarika”, is a Sanskrit word and it means a person with no nationality.
MTK was born in a very poor and illiterate mat-weavers family. Suddenly at age
four he started preaching Buddhism, better than any religious teacher could have done.
He visited a Buddhist Monastery in the local village, where he lived in his previous life as
an abbot named U Pandesia. He recognized the present abbot and correctly mentioned his
name; MTK showed the room where he meditated, and identified the things that he used.
At the monastery, the child read the scriptures written in ancient Pali language and
explained its meaning, which MTK could not have learnt in his home.
People were so impressed by the sermons of MTK that they came by thousands to
listen and see him. Eventually his fame reached the ears of the governor. The governor
invited MTK to convince himself of MTK’s extraordinary gifts and remembrance of his
previous birth. Governor was very pleased with the masterful exposition of Buddhist
tenets by MTK and gave him a hundred rupee note, which the boy could not accept, as
MTK said he cannot sell Dharma. Governor was greatly touched by the little boy when
MTK wanted to give him a gift. MTK opened his rosary from his wrist and gave it to the
governor. Smilingly accepting the gift the governor said – “now you must tell me how to
use this rosary”. MTK explained in details that this is to meditate on three marks of
existence – impermanence, suffering, and egolessness.
The boy spoke not like the one who was taught, to repeat words which he himself
could not understand, on the contrary he spoke with such conviction and sincerity that
the governor was profoundly impressed by this child. He asked MTK to go from one end
of the country to other and preach to high and low and even to prisoners in the jail.
Governor believed even the hardest criminals will melt in hearing his genuine faith and
sincere goodwill. The boy did so and the prison doors were opened for him.
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iii. Common Type
In this category, a child between the ages of 2-6, starts talking about his previous
life. He is a Jatismara. He names the person of his previous life, identifies the city or town 35
where he lived, recognizes people, photos, houses, and other objects that he used in his
past life. The parents of the child explore the details; local people cooperate, and help to
solve the mysteries. Researchers visit the place, explore the details systematically,
document the discussions, take videos etc., and finally publish the results to authenticate
the case.
The following example is taken from the TV news from the ABC channel of USA.
The transcript [41] says that a six year old boy named James Leininger talked about his
previous life as James Huston, who died at age 21 as a navy pilot, in a military plane
accident, 60 years back, during World War II. Leininger’s parents were an educated
Christian family in USA. They never expected such things to happen to them. But over
time, covering many incidents, and conversations with their child about extraordinary
details of the pilot’s life, they have become convinced that this is a case of reincarnation.
Here are some excerpts from the video [42]. From age two, Leininger used to get
nightmares. Once he woke up from his dream and said "Airplane crash on fire, little man
can't get out." Another time he said that the toy plane has a drop tank. The words “drop
tank” were completely unknown to the family. Leininger gave many detailed accounts of
the plane, that no one could have told him, or even could have known also. He said the
plane used to get flat tires, which was verified later. The parents came to know about
many such unusual and detailed information from their son. They investigated, many
details that their son told about the air plane, pilot’s friends who were still living, the
name of the aircraft carrier, shooting down incident of the plane etc. Pilot’s sister was still
living and became convinced that the boy was her brother.
The proof of reincarnation does not come from only the few statements reported
here and in the original references. Many of the above statements can be countered using
standard logics. Professor Stevenson has discussed one by one all the powerful counter
logics in his book [34]. But the totality of information covering the exact statements, the
body languages, the circumstances, the trigger moments for each incidents, the objects
that helped to trigger, many question and answer sessions with many people, and many
such details, that spanned over 4-5 years in such cases of Jatismaras, cannot be disproved
completely using any consistent logic. This is not just one case; there are hundreds of such
different but unique cases that happen all over the world in every year. Most importantly
there are no motive behind these cases; there are also not any financial gains, or fames, to
be made by anyone involved. Reincarnation is the only single unified theory that can
explain all of these cases.
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The case of the American boy Jay Greenberg (1991-) is similar to MTK. Jay was
born in a family which did not have any musical background. However, Jay was not a
Jatismara. But from age two he started showing talent in music. Jay says he hears the
music as a streaming audio from nature. He does not need to edit it. Some say he is the
greatest musician to come in last 200 years. He wrote 5 symphonies by the time he was
13. At age 14 London Symphony Orchestra has recorded his music for Sony Company.
His case was first aired on 60 minutes CBS TV program, in 2006 in USA [40]. Mozart was
also a famous child prodigy, but he was born in a musical family. Those who speak
fluently a foreign language, between ages 2-4, should also be considered under this
category, although it has a special name - Xenoglossia.
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Past life regression (PLR) therapy is now a well established method of treatment in
Psychiatric branch of medical science. In this approach a patient is usually placed in a
hypnosis environment and regressed backward in time slowly to past life. Some doctors do
not use hypnotic method, yet take the patient consciously to past life memories. A good
literature survey on the methodologies of hypnosis is presented in the Master’s thesis [43].
Some specialists claim, based on the real life experiences with their patients, that this
method proves the validity of reincarnation law.
It has been found that many chronic migraine headache cases for many adults are
related to past life problems. In one such case [44] all normal medical treatments, over
long period of time, failed to cure the patient. Accidentally the patient discovered the
PLR technique and made an appointment for hypnosis. It was found out that, in her past
36 life she was raped, had a baby, and then died in an accident where she got wounded in
her head. Once she discovered all the details of her past, via PLR, she was completely
cured automatically. This is a common experience with Jatismaras also, once you learn
about your past life, the problems do not interfere with present life any more.
In a similar incident, as described in a BBC video, a child started growing a large
cyst in his throat [45]. Doctors performed the operation but it grew again. One day the
boy told his mother how he died in his past life due to a gunshot wound on his neck in a
military battle field. Once the details were found out and discussed with the boy, the cyst
and the growth in the throat vanished completely. The normal medical doctors could not
explain but had to accept it as a miracle. This case does not come under birth mark type;
however it is similar to migraine headache problem. It is quite possible that a detail
medical examination of the physical body would reveal an internal birth mark in both
cases. Here again we see how soul interferes with the physical activities of the human
body.
Brian L Weiss (1944-) graduated from Yale university school of medicine, was a
head of psychiatry at Mount Sinai Medical center, Miami, Florida, USA. He is famous for
his research in past life regression therapy and reincarnation. He is a preeminent authority
in the west on reincarnation law. He has published many books on the subject.
In 1980 in a hypnosis session, one of his patients Catherine revealed past life
memories. In another session Catharine provided many details about the deceased father
and son of Dr. Weiss. This revelation has convinced Dr. Weiss about the reincarnation as
a natural law. The PLR process on Catherine completely relived her from her paralyzing
phobias; and put Dr. Weiss in a life changing path. The orthodox medical school has tried
to censor Brian, and victimize as another Galileo, after he published his first book on the
subject [82]. Dr. Weiss has appeared in all major TV channels and shows world over.
One interesting observation revealed by many incarnations of Catherine was that
many of her associates in many of her past lives are here with her in her present life. She
could recognize them in her PLR sessions. This means that our physical appearances and
our physical characteristics do not change much over incarnations on life after life, over
centuries, and we remain recognizable. That means again, this same I with this same
body, was there many times in past lives in past years. The books by Dr. Weiss reveal
many important feature of our past lives, in particular he points out that group of souls
live together in many lives.

Figure 2 : Position-trajectory of a stone

All humans are tightly integrated in our world with our interactive action and
reaction forces. This integration with nature is not just in present life, because of
reincarnation law we were connected in our past lives also. The past life actions are
working in present life too. Whatever we started in our past life, we are continuing with
that activity in our present life. Thus this action reaction law or cause and effect law
maintains a coordination of activities of past, present, and future.
Consider the stone throwing example. We throw a stone and watch its trajectory
in the space as it flies, as shown in Figure 2. We can clearly see and understand where it
will go. We have studied in high school physics class, the formulas that describe the
motion of this moving stone. We also know that if we see only a portion of the trajectory,
then we can find out where it came from and where it will go. This means only a small
portion of the trajectory, like in the window A in Figure 2, has all the information about
the entire trajectory. That is same thing as saying that, any portion of the trajectory has
the memory of the complete trajectory. In fact the theory of differential equations says
that any point in the trajectory defines the entire trajectory. This is because the
differential equation is a memory law. This memory concept has been used in sniper
detection technologies at the Iraq war battlefield by military [47].
A soul also has a similar trajectory, but it is distributed over space and time. We
cannot see or feel about its entire trajectory. The reincarnation examples show that this
concept of trajectory is valid in real life. Our present life is only a small part of this
trajectory, just like the window A of figure 2. Thus all of us are in a long journey and for
eternity with different trajectories. We inherit this trajectory; our present life is defined
by experiences gained from this trajectory. If we know any event in any window like in A
then we will be able to identify all details of other past and future lives, as pointed out in
the predicting destiny section. Thus our life follows many laws of nature just like nonliving objects.
However, predicting destiny is not possible, unless we find a yogi or that special
person born with special yogic skill to predict future. The world has experienced many
such special persons in every decade. You just have to find them to learn about your
destiny. It is a fact though that destiny is predictable and with very precise details, as we
described in this paper.
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It is also interesting to note that hypnosis is a method where without any yogic
power we can see certain details of our past lives. In predicting destiny section, we will
see how Vrigu, using his yogic power, has written down many details of past and present
lives of many thousand people. This vision, this ability to hear music, and ability to
acquire Buddhist knowledge etc are part of shruti capability described in Vedic literature, 37
which can be acquired by yogic power only.
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Samkhya Karika [39] provides the most brilliant scientific theory in the shruti
collection of Vedic system. It is credited to Kapila muni. In Gita [38] verse (Gita 10:26)
Krishna has been defined as – “… among perfected beings I am the sage Kapila”.
Mahabharat says [48, Vol. 10, p.8] –“There is no knowledge that is equal to this
(Sankhyas). Do not yield to any kind of doubt. The knowledge which is described in the
system of the Sankhyas is regarded as the highest.” Vivekananda [49], a famous Indian
philosopher of modern time, says the following – “This wonderful man, the most ancient
of philosophers, is mentioned even in the shruti - O lord, thou who produced the sage
Kapila in the Beginning”.
According to Samkhya Karika, the human body is associated with three kinds of
objects
(a) the soul (b) the subtle body and (c) the gross body. We can see and feel only
38
the gross body. We cannot see the other two. Only through extensive yoga meditation one
can acquire the knowledge of the other two objects. The soul never reincarnates, the
subtle body is everlasting and incarnates, and the gross body is perishable. The subtle
body consists of Intelligence, I-Principle, eleven sense organs, and five primary elements.
However the soul is intimately tied with other two objects. The soul is like perfume on a
garment; and garment is the subtle body [39].
It is the subtle body that reincarnates after death, as we can read in Samkhya
verse (SK:40) – “The mergent subtle body, produced primordially, unconfined, constant,
composed of the tattavas beginning with Mahat and ending with tanmatras,
transmigrates, free from experience, and tinged with dispositions”. The translator of
Samkhya uses the word transmigration instead of reincarnation. But Samkhya does not
say that humans can take birth as non-humans.
In the beginning there was soul and primordial nature or primal matter according
to (SK:03). Soul is eternal, it is not part of nature, it does not die, it does not follow the
laws of nature. Creation happens, according to Samkhya Karika, when the soul interacts
with nature. At this time nature creates (SK:22) the subtle body, consisting of
components (tattavas), in the following order: Intelligence (Mahat), then I-Principle
(Ahankar), then 11 sense organs, and finally five primary elements (tanmatras). The book
says that the subtle body is so subtle that it can pass through the mountains [39]. The
soul never reincarnates, as stated in verse (SK: 62) – “Thus, verily, Purusha (soul) is
never bound, nor is he released, nor does he migrate. It is the Prakriti (nature), being the
support of manifold creation that migrates, is bound and is released”. Thus subtle body is
considered as part of nature, however, the soul remains identified with the subtle body for
eternity.
The Samkhya also describes the cause and effect law of nature. In verse (SK:9) it
says a nonexistent cannot become existent. It qualifies a cause as efficient cause, which
means a cause must be appropriate to make the effect happen, that is, not just any cause
can make any effect happen, it must be meaningful and compatible. The verse also points
out that the effect is of same nature as of cause. Thus we see the origin of action reaction
law and the law of conservations is very ancient.
The well known Hindu scripture Gita basically explains the Samkhya Karika in its
own simpler way, as a dialogue between two persons Krishna and Arjun, so that the
common people can understand the concept of reincarnation. Presenting theories in the
form of dialogue is an important method for presenting complicated idea. Use of FAQ
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f) Predicting Destiny
In many places in India there are secret books on astrological predictions of all
humans of the world. These books were written by ancient yogis of India. Most famous of
them are attributed to Vrigu and Agasthya. It is said that Vrigu lived during Dakkha
period, which was several thousand years before Ramayan period [51]. Agasthya lived
during Ramayan period [52]. Vrigu invented the astrology and used his yogic power to
write these predictions.
These books are commonly called Vrigu Samhita and Agasthya Nadi Samhita.
These books are written in Sanskrit (for Vrigu) and ancient Tamil language (for
Agasthya), on palm leaf pages, and are in several volumes. Many original volumes are lost
during Muslim period. The remaining volumes are scattered all over India. Some do not
have the original volumes and the readers give false predictions. People from all over the
world go there to learn about their destiny.
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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(frequently asked questions) in modern websites essentially is a similar concept. The
Sanskrit word Samkhya has been used in verse (Gita 5:4)- “Only the ignorant speak of
devotional service (karma yoga) as being different from analytical study of the material
world (Sankhya). Those who are actually learned say that he who applies himself well to
one of these paths achieves the results of both” [38].
The verse (Gita 2:20) reconfirms, as stated in Samkhya, that soul does not
reincarnate – “For the soul there is neither birth nor death at any time. He has not into
being, does not come into being, and will not come into being. He is unborn, eternal, ever
existing and primeval. He is not slain when the body is slain”.
Gita says there is no discontinuity in characteristics of the subtle body; although
from reincarnation examples we can see that there can be large break in time and space
between two births. Thus the life continues from the end of one birth, to the next birth, 39
without interruption of continuity of the subtle body. The verse (Gita 8:6) confirms
“Whatever state of being one remembers when he quits his body, O son of Kunti, that
state he will attain without fail”. There are many real life examples of reincarnation
which reflect concept of continuity in the above verse. Therefore it seems that Indian
Scriptures do not say that human subtle body improves during the gap between death
and rebirth. All improvements must happen during physical life time.
The ideas behind subtle body, like the concepts of intelligence, I-principle, and
sense organs are buried in the verse (Gita 5:23)- “Before giving up this present body, if
one is able to tolerate the urges of the material senses and check the force of desire and
anger, he is well situated and is happy in this world”. If the reverse happens, then the
imprint of the gross body will be placed on the subtle body, creating the possibility of
birth marks. This explains that although 20,000 people die every year in USA due to
gunshot wounds, but only a very small fraction of them talk [36] about their past life
wounds in the present body.
Both Ramayan and Mahabharat give at least one example of reincarnation in their
stories. In Ramayana we see [50, pp.1607-1610] that Sita, the main female character, is
the reincarnation of Vedavati; and in Mahabharat [48, Vol.5, p. 266] we find Shikhandin
reincarnated as a man from her previous life as woman named Amba.
It should be recognized that besides reincarnation law, Ramayan and Mahabharat
also talk about the other laws of nature like, cause and effect, destiny, theory of karma,
law of conservation, simultaneity law over multiple life spans etc.
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Each horoscope contains several pages. The pages give details of names of the
visitor, his parents, and family members. It describes past, present, and future on many
subjects of the visitor. Some of them contain medical histories. They also include past and
future incarnations of the visitor. Some predictions are written in question and answer
form.
For every visitor, a particular page has to be found out. If that page is not found
then the horoscope predictions cannot be given. The page is found from one of many
ways: (a) date and time of arrival of the visitor (b) birth place, date, and time (c)
horoscope chart etc. For Agasthya Samhita thumb prints are used [53] to locate the pages.
The readers ignore the page if it does not contain your name and date of birth correctly.
Destiny defines everything in our life. So whether a visitor will go to such a
Samhita place or his page can be found or not is also part of destiny. In fact everything
40 can be and should be interpreted using destiny concept only. It will be clear from the
concept of destiny, eternal recurrence, mathematical logic etc. that predicting the future
precisely is quite meaningful, although we cannot tell exactly how this happens. This is
because we do not know science behind this yogic vision. As we have shown the science
that we study is full of assumptions, is misleading, and erroneous. And the money power
has prevented us from discovering the real science.
The following are some well known predictions from Samhita. A four star army
general JN Choudhury, visited one of these centers [54] where people claim to have some
volumes of Vrigu. Mr. Choudhury was planning to retire from service. But the pundit’s
readings of his pages said he will become chief of army. Eventually things turned that way
and he was selected as chief and was appointed for the war against Pakistan.
Another political leader, KM Munshi visited the place [54] in 1945. The pundit
started reading his horoscope and described his position as a political leader. But the next
sentence said he will have to leave now immediately without completing the rest of the
predictions. Mr. Munshi’s secretary came and reminded him of his appointment that he
must honor now and leave the place. This shows how destiny is confirmed, so many
thousand years later at some precise moments, and at such level of details in our life.
In another incident in 2007 Pratibha Patil visited, for Vrigu Samhita [55] and it
was predicted that she will become president of India. Six months later she, an unlikely
candidate, became the first woman president to hold that office.
The following prediction will show the level of details included in the Agasthya
Samhita [53]; Vrigu Samhita also has similar capability. They mention the visitor’s name,
and names of wife, mother, and father, the age of the visitor, number of sons and
daughters. Then they describe the birth horoscope signs, position of stars, all written on
that ancient page. They read from the manuscript the education of the visitor, children’s
schooling, and the place of work of the visitor. It talked about undue delay in job
promotion, break in children’s education, wife’s skin disease, car accident, court case. It
described past life sins and good deeds and their effects on the present life. It recommends
some pilgrimage or prayers to certain places for correcting sins of past life. It should be
understood, that no matter what you do or do not do, the destiny cannot be changed.
Thus these remedies are stated as part of destiny also. The destiny is not defined using
any kind of if-then-else type conditions.
In the western world there was a very famous astrologer and palmist named
Cheiro (1866-1936), who predicated many great things about many great historical figures
of his time. His predictions appeared in many news papers including New York Times.
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The German man, Fredric Wilhelm Nietzsche (1844-1900), one of the most
influential philosophers of the west in past 150 years, was greatly influenced by Indian
studies in his philosophy and works. He is credited with the philosophy of eternal
recurrence [58], which says that everything that is happening now has happened many
times in the past and will happen many times in the future. That is, destiny is recurrent
or history repeats itself. He also believed in exactness of such events. Life is precisely
defined and repeated infinitely many times, i.e. eternally recurrent.
There is a very interesting example of eternal recurrence of a mother and daughter
pair whose palm lines were identical, as Chiero was showing them to Mark Twain [56]. In
this case every action of the girl’s life repeated exactly, even to dates, the action of
mother’s life, although twenty years separated them in time. Both had same illnesses at
same age, married at same age, had five children, and were a widow at same age. As we
show later, the example of Mahabharat as a repetition of Ramayan, is a recognition of the
eternal recurrence phenomenon by ancient yogis like Byasdev, the author of Mahabharat
and Gita.
Vrigu Samhita’s prediction for Mr. Munshi [54], where Mr. Munshi had to leave
the place without completing the prediction readings, seems to confirm such an eternal
recurrence theory. How can such detailed level prediction happen so many thousand years
later? Not only that, Vrigu also says who you were in previous life and where you will be
born in next life. This means, it is not just an event, it is also the same soul that is
coming back and repeating the process. Interestingly, PLR sessions of with Caroline by
Dr. Brian Weiss [46] show that she was able to recognize many past life persons who are
physically present in her present life; confirming a repeating process. In this paper it is
shown that theoretically Nietzsche is correct, but it will never happen exactly in reality
for all people at same time. Although at very high level things will remain very similar for
all of us.
Nietzsche also believed in the simultaneity law. That is everything in this universe
is simultaneously linked and working together [59]. He points out that if any one changes
anything anywhere that change will be propagated everywhere in this universe, which is
a natural consequence of the simultaneous interconnection law for all objects including
humans.
According to Nietzsche this hidden eternal recurrence cannot be seen by ordinary
people. Because he says the crowd can only see what exists. Thus he creates an overman
[60], who is like a very powerful yogi, like an avatar, who can show people the true nature
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This is what Mark Twain said about Cheiro and can be found in [56]: "Cheiro has
exposed my character to me with humiliating accuracy. I ought not to confess this
accuracy; still I am moved to do so". Cheiro predicted the date of Queen Victoria's death,
the year and month when King Edward VII would pass away, the grim destiny that
awaited the late Czar of Russia, the assassination of King Humbert of Italy, the attempt
on the Shah's life in Paris, and for many others he foretold with equal accuracy the
outstanding events of their careers [57].
We do not want to discuss how people do these predictions, whether there is some
kind of meaningful methodology or not, all we see is that future can be predicted and not
only that, how it will happen is also predictable. We should recognize that there is
nothing like “meaningful” in our nature. We cannot understand nature and the yogic
power.
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of eternal recurrence. He also thought that his overman can liberate the humanity from
the distress of recurrence. We show that his concept and philosophy is fairly well
embedded in the destiny theory of the universe. Using Indian scriptures Ramayan and
Mahabharat we show how our life is truly following the eternal recurrence, simultaneity,
and overman.
At very high level the two stories of Ramayan and Mahabharat are exactly
identical, even though the gap between them is over ten thousand years.
x We see that Ram in Ramayan and Krishna in Mhabharat are two highly powerful
yogic persons; creating major wars against evil forces; kills millions of people; and does
this for greater good of ordinary people. Thus we can see that the two wars were same
events, i.e. recurrent.
x At some detail level we see that Ram had to live in forest for fourteen years and in
42
Mahabharat we see that Judhistir had to live in forest for thirteen years.
x We see that in Ramayan there was a woman character Manthara who was responsible
for sending Ram to forest. In Mahabharat we see Sakuni a similar male character who
was responsible for sending Judhistir to forest.
x Manthara changed the world of Ram in one night and Sakuni in Mahabharat also did
the same to Judhistir in one night. The two characters, Sakuni and Manthara, are
almost identical in nature. One used to walk with a stick and the other with the dice
in hands. Both persons limp when they walk.
x In both stories two great women, Sita and Draupadi, were insulted and humiliated.
Society mistreated them very much, beyond expectation of any civilized kingdoms.
Are these similarities intentional? Yes of course, both stories were written by yogis
of highest order. Mahabharat was written after Ramayan by Byasdev. Byasdev knows the
concept of eternal recurrence and therefore created the stories along the same line. In fact
in one place Krishna tells Arjun that they both came to this world many times. Krishna
knew each life of Arjun, but Arjun does not remember (Gita:4.5).
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i. Science of Eternal Recurrence
Consider two sinusoidal functions of slightly different frequencies. Assume that
they start at same time at exact zero phase. After the first period the two waves will have
slightly different positions, they will not coincide in amplitude. But after several cycles,
depending on their frequency difference, the two waves will meet again at same phase.
This way the two events will recur exactly and periodically after several distances apart.
If we now take a third signal with slightly different frequencies, the situation will
be similar again, but this time the gaps between exact recurrences of all three will be
longer. We see such similarities happening in Ramayan and Mahabharat stories over
several thousand years. The core reason is the periodicity of lives and events in our
universe. Since there are millions of periodic events there will be almost zero probability
that exact same events will repeat exactly in the same way. At any point in time we will
however see many similarities and much dissimilarity. Moreover there are periodic events
that are completely destructive in nature, like tsunami, ice age, which may be quite
catastrophic. These events will superimpose over other periodic events to destroy many
similarities. Or in other words, there will be quiet periods, in the series of recurrence.
Everything in nature is precisely deterministic and therefore can be expressed by a
set of simultaneous equations as in (33). This equation is written in matrix form by (34).
This coefficient matrix will also have eigenvalues, some of which can be complex
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Notes

VII.

Interconnected Souls

Soul to soul communication is the most amazing feature of nature. It appears that
this communication system gives us
x complete source of knowledge from nature
x creates the global plan for the destiny and
x allows individuals to learn about the features of personal destiny.
This feature, the transparent connectedness of all souls, is the foundation of the
entire universe. Because of this reason some say soul is one and unique. However,
Samkhya does not confirm that theory.
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ii. Poincare’s Recurrence Theorem (PRT)
This theorem [61, p.82] is very much like the mathematical equivalent of
Nietzsche’s eternal recurrence theory of nature. PRT says that a dynamical system under
fairly general conditions will come close to any point in its state space infinitely many
times over infinite time interval. If we apply this to nature, it amounts to saying history
repeats itself. We see in Mahabharat, things can be fairly close to Ramayan, but many
things can be different too. Thus theoretically things can be exactly similar but in real
life there will be many differences. Moreover we should remember infinity is nonexistent
in nature. Everything has a finite time death process. A star will die eventually.
The PRT theory can be explained using the following hypothetical physical
simulation. Consider a transparent sealed cubic box of one inch side. Assume that we
have one microscopic colored particle inside it that is moving randomly everywhere in all
directions hitting the walls and coming back to everywhere. Assume that you have one
observation probe at any location inside the box. You will find that the particle will hit
the probe every now and then, infinitely many times, over infinite time intervals.
For completeness we include the PRT statement below [61, p.82]. In PRT, T
represents a dynamical system. T takes any point x and moves it to another new point
T(x). The operator T can be used repeatedly to define the entire trajectory: ܶ ݊ = ܶ ל ܶ ל
… ܶ ל, (n-times). The idea of measure preserving means T operates on a constant volume
space. PRT says if we observe any bounded region A, then the trajectory will come back
to A many times, very much like the box experiment described above. The measure is
considered a probability measure with ߤ(ܺ) = 1. The space X can be any n-dimensional
space and ࣜ is a ı-algebra on X. We say that ȝ is T invariant measure or equivalently T
is a measure preserving transformation if ߤ(ܶ െ1 )ܣ(ߤ = )ܣ, for all ࣜ א ܣ.
Theorem (PRT): Let ܶ: ܺ ՜ ܺ be a measure preserving transformation of (ܺ, ࣜ, ߤ)
and let  ࣜ א ܣhave ߤ( > )ܣ0. Then for ߤ almost everywhere, ܣ א ݔ, the orbit {ܶ ݊ (})ݔλ
݊=0
returns to A infinitely often.
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conjugate numbers, which will produce sinusoidal waveforms. Thus equation (33) embeds
periodicity and hence eternal recurrence. The equation (33) also says that any point in
time the vector x will have many components very close to each other and many will be
widely different, just like the sinusoidal function example. Thus observing the events of
nature at any time we will always be able to see the similarities, because they were all
created by an underlying equation representing a unified theory. The similarity is
maintained by the equations of nature.
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a) With Material Objects
In Princeton university laboratory and in many other laboratories a simple
experiment has demonstrated that the human soul can communicate with physical
experimental setup and can cause its outcome to change. A random number generator
with computerized recorder was used to graph its average values over several trials. Any
operator could make the graph go upwards the normal level when intended to do so.
Similarly, he could make the graph of the average values to go down the normal level [62].
In another experiment a Japanese researcher, Dr. Emoto, found that human mind
can control the characteristic shapes of water crystals. Different states of mind, when
interact with water, create crystals of different shapes. A film mentions his ideas and says
if we can do this to water, then imagine what we can do to humans [63]. Emoto’s
experiment which relies on consciousness is very sensitive and requires natural
environment. A controlled environment inside a laboratory may destroy the effect of
consciousness.
A book reviewer, of the book “Hidden messages from water” by Dr. Emoto, which
was a New York Times bestseller, says “While most of the scientific community refers to
his studies as unorthodox, uncorroborated and not reliable, audiences in Switzerland,
Germany, Australia, the Netherlands, Canada and the United States, wept when they saw
the photographs of beautifully formed orange, red and blue crystals that were told ‘you’re
cute’ or ‘I am sorry;’ or when the music of Mozart Symphony No. 40 or Bach’s famous
arrangement ‘Air on the G String,’ played to the crystals” [64]. Japanese people are
indeed very sensitive to nature. Only they could produce people like Emoto.

b) With Animals
A cat, named Oscar, in a nursing home in Rhode Island, USA, goes to a bed two
to four hours before and stays there until the patient dies [65]. This has happened
consistently and accurately for nearly 50 times, up to the year 2010, in that hospital. The
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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Our universe provides abundant information and indications to learn about our
souls. Consciousness or soul is everywhere, in physical objects, plants, animals, and
humans. They are all continuously connected and talking to each other. This soul to soul
direct communication is much stronger and precise than our oral communication. The
ancient and modern yogis of India communicated using this method. Ordinary people like
you and I often sense this ability as our inherent power. Our literature is full of such
information, formal and informal, experimental and non-experimental, and as major news
reports on many TV channels. We discuss briefly some examples of such soul to soul
communications.
We do not know anything about the nature and we may never be able to know
how and why things happen. For example we do not know why moon attracts earth, we
call it gravitation, but gravitation is just another word for attraction. We have to accept
things as they happen without any questions just like the engineers do. All we have to do
44 is to learn how to use nature to live in tune with nature. We cannot test anything in our
laboratories related to consciousness. All our past physics experiences are gross, artificial,
non-conscious, and with many kinds of unnatural assumptions. In our laboratories we
have completely ignored real nature of things. All theories have assumptions; they must
be removed and then tested. Or we must first implement the assumptions to test the
theories. We have not done that, as we have discussed in this paper. We also must
consider the existence of consciousness and their interactions before testing such complex
experiments on human subjects.
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A 9-year old autistic girl from India can read her mother’s mind completely. When
mother sees a six digit number the girl writes that number on the computer. When
mother reads a poem, the girl types it out exactly on her computer [66]. This is an
example of how accurately and precisely one human can read the mind of another human.
In this case we see a normal child with autism as disorder. Indian yogis can achieve this
same capability by intense practice of yogic meditation. In this specific case we find a girl
is born with such a yogic power. There are many such examples where we find people are
born with such yogic power. The case of the musician Jay Greenberg is one such example,
where he is acquiring music directly from nature as an audio stream; which is same as the
sruti power of yogis of yore.
The yogic meditation procedure is still practiced in India. In his book Lama
Govinda [27] pointed out how his Tibetan guru read his mind completely even before he
spoke to him. The guru told Govinda, as Govinda was planning to talk, that before guru
leaves, the guru will give him a gift as a souvenir. Govinda was a German man and his
guru was a Tibetan. Thus we can realize memory information is stored in some universal
format and is independent of our formal language, very much like in our computers. Soul
to soul direct communication is much more precise than language based oral
communication which is based on some kind of translations from the universal natural
format.
In his book Yogananda described [29, pp. 297-302] how he found the newly
conceived baby, still in mother’s womb, who was his student in his past life, in the
Kolkata city of India. Yogananda was able to connect to the call of the soul in mother’s
womb and track him along a street, and finally to the house where the expectant parents
were living. This process of finding the newborn Lamas of Tibet is very well known and
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doctors have carefully recorded these cases and documented in the New England Journal
of Medicine in 2007.
The nursing home has many other cats, but none of them has this power of Oscar.
Many times doctors and their modern instruments failed to predict the death cases
accurately, but Oscar never did.
Many people seem to suggest that dying patients release some kind of smell that
cats can detect. Some even suggested that the body makes some sound, or the body does
not make any movements etc. But Oscar seems to detect even the day of death, not just
few hours before death; he goes away for his round 10 hours before and comes back four
hours before. All sense signals are analyzed by brain, which in turn is controlled by soul.
Thus it is the soul that detects the communication and the time of death. Oscar has the
special power to sense, communicate, and link with souls. The hospital administration
gets some time to inform the immediate relatives of the patients to take care of them
during their last hours. The cat that way helps to physically connect the souls of 45
relatives.
This example shows that the human souls do communicate in some way to the
world that they will be leaving soon and their time has come to an end. This shows the
predictability of life. These cannot be computed by Newton’s action reaction law or using
the concept of differential equations. However, these laws do say in a very convincing way
that the nature is predictable. Most of us cannot hear, see, or feel it that way, but some
of us surely can. Many animals have this well known characteristic of recognizing this
communication signals. We have heard these cases for many household dogs. Such
amazing events appear in the TV and magazines every now and then.
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well established. It seems yogis know exactly how to communicate with a soul and get all
desired information. Our society should learn this method and teach our students the soul
communication method.
Compared to this kind of mind reading power, the simple telepathic experiments in
the lab are almost meaningless. We should try to discover more such people and
document the results to let people know what is out there in nature. Indian and Tibetan
yogis have demonstrated such power since ancient days, thousands of years back. All
Indian scriptures talk about such powers. Many books written by modern yogis have also
documented such yogic power.

d) Patent Law
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e) Identical Twins

)

Two identical twin sisters, Adriana and Tamara, were separated from their birth
place in Mexico. They were united 20 years later in New York, where they were living all
those years only 25 miles apart [68]. Adriana always wanted and talked about having a
sister. Her adopted mother knew, wanted to adopt both of them, but for many reasons
that did not happen. Justin met Adriana, went out couple of days, but there was no spark
between them. Justin’s buddy Rueben decided to introduce Justin to Tamara who
Rueben thought looked like Adriana. Justin was shocked to see Tamara, and immediately
realized they must be sisters. After some inquiry Justin learnt about their birth place,
date of birth, etc. and then decided to introduce them to each other. Eventually the
sisters met and found each other again. Two weeks before their meeting, Tamara’s father
died. Adriana’s father died long time back. Both families have come to believe that their
fathers brought them together. Adriana said – “They like to think they have control in
every single thing in their life, but it's not, to a certain extent, things are always planned
out." It is interesting see how direct experience changes the understanding of life. It is the
details that convince us. On the surface of this description it may appear an absurd idea,
but the details will always give solid foundation of our life events with a profoundly
natural touch.
In the above story many souls, including the sisters, from many different places
worked together to make the union happen. It should be realized that these are not rare
or unique cases. These are happening all over the world and have been well documented
in many ways.

f) Yogic Power
Indian yogis have demonstrated, thousands of years back and even today, what
humans can achieve in terms of its mental capabilities, by following a rigorous discipline
of yogic meditations. The main idea behind these meditation procedures is to achieve a
level of concentration to make direct connection to your soul. It is called self realization or
Swaroop Darshan in Sanskrit. Once you connect to your soul you achieve the immense
power of nature to observe things exactly the way nature does things. Many books [27, 28,
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)

67. Lemley M A, The myth of the sole inventor, Professor, Stanford Law School,
California, USA, 2012.

There is a significant controversy about the patent law. We have mentioned that
the law of conservation says we cannot invent anything, because that will violate the law
of existence. This law says a nonexistent object cannot become existent. It has been found
46
[67] that hundreds of new technologies were invented almost simultaneously from multiple
different places by people working independently. This happens because all souls are
simultaneously interconnected, and they are continuously communicating among
themselves. One physics book says things do not happen they are already there we just
pass through them [4, p. 46].
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29] have documented some of these capabilities by the modern time yogis living in
Himalayan and Tibetan caves. Many western devotees have gone to India and Tibet and
learned these powers of mind and body control.
The book [69] on Yoga and Kriya, most exhaustive book of its kind, describes in
details a methodology to achieve such a yogic power. From reading the book it can be
realized that it requires tremendous amount of dedication, sacrifice, and concentration. It
is probably a ten year long process depending on the characteristics of the student. This
book only gives one of the many processes available today. An expert guru may be able to
lead to another specific process.
Some of the capabilities of these ancient Indian yogis are listed below. Another
such set of capabilities are also listed in [6]:
x Extend life to over 1000 years
x see past, present, and future
47
x see anything at any place from anywhere
x simultaneously exist at more than one place
x heal anyone from any kind of sickness
x curse and bless anyone with results
x transplant divine knowledge, power, and vision directly into someone’s brain
x create material objects out of nothing
x die by spontaneous burning
x spontaneously mind read anyone
x acquire the ability to hear Sruti
x die at will
x live without eating any food
x remain invisible to camera photography
x switch to a dead younger body and continue to live, etc.
A person who has acquired at least one or more of the above skills using yogic
meditation will be called a yogi. Although the above skills can be attained by anyone by
following a yogic meditation, occasionally children are born with one of the skills
mentioned, with some limited scope. We have already mentioned the case of 9-year old
girl who can read exactly everything in her mother’s mind. We have also discussed the
musician boy Jay Greenberg who hears the music like a sruti message from nature. MTK,
the philosopher boy of Burma, also can be considered as hearing Sruti. There are some
documented examples of persons who have survived without eating any food for entire life
time. One such case is described in the book [29, pp. 264-271] about an woman named
Giribala.
A photo of Giribala taken in 1936 with Swami Yogananda says she did not eat
since 1880. Her noníeating state has been rigorously investigated by the Maharaja of
Burdwan. She employs certain yoga technique to recharge her body with cosmic energy
from the ether, sun, and air. Maharaja invited her to his palace. She agreed to a test and
lived for two months locked up in a small section of his home. Later she returned for a
palace visit of twenty days; and then for a third test of fifteen days. The Maharaja
himself told that these three rigorous scrutinies had convinced him beyond doubt of her
noníeating state. Another similar case has been documented in the British news paper
[70].
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)

No amount of astrological theories can predict the destiny the way Nostradamus,
Cheiro, and Indian ancient Yogis have done. These people are examples of how yogic
power can help to visualize the future and the past. The example of hypnosis sessions with
Catherine [46] shows how much yogic power are hidden in our mind and how easily it can
be experienced and demonstrated.

g) Soul to Soul

Year 2013
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Telepathy or ESP is only a small part of soul to soul communication. We are
talking about complete knowledge of all souls about everything that is happening now and
is going to happen in future. Since all souls are working together using the simultaneity
law, all souls know what the global plan is. As a result, a person will physically come and
express the idea or about the possible future event to you. You may not even notice the
interaction but you will remember the details of interaction only after the incident which
was predicted to you happens. This happens to everybody. Sometimes your own soul
48
predicts to you about the possible future events. Note that it is not just your soul telling
you; it is actually triggered by some other events or souls. Reactions happen only due to
some actions. That is the destiny law. Sometimes it may take, days, weeks, months or
even decades to understand the destiny prediction at past time by a person.
What is important is to realize that souls will come to interact with you directly or
indirectly to inform the future events in your destiny. It is also important to realize that
your soul is constantly talking to you, listen carefully and you will be able to hear it. This
happens because of the simultaneity law of nature, you are not alone. This fortune telling
is constantly happening in our life.
Interestingly, life stories of all of us are just like the above. Nature always comes to
us and tells us about our destiny. Great literary authors who wrote many great novels in
the past and in modern times know this feature of nature very well. If you read any one of
them you will find how in a very subtle way the authors always tell about the future
events that are going to happen to their actors and actresses. But none of them can
understand these predictions. You as a reader will notice always these predictions. This is
the story telling art that authors have learnt from nature. When we read the book first
time we may not catch these points, but if you read it second time, you will always
recognize these predictions. It happens because now you know the global plan of the story,
but the novel characters are familiar with the local events only, and they don’t see the
destiny. Destiny can be understood only when we get the skills to view the global plan,
which is a very rare skill, but not impossible to acquire it.
All human souls are continuously and interactively interconnected. Our own soul is
continuously responding to such communications. Whatever we are doing now is in
response to our souls’ desire. As pointed out by professor, “If you look back over your life
you will see that people you never knew existed suddenly entered your life and brought
with them enormous life changes. They might have been lovers, teachers, enemies or
gurus” [6]. We have discussed in this paper how Dr. Weiss realized Catherine changed his
life via hypnosis sessions.
A very good example of this concept has been captured in the American film
(1946) “It’s a wonderful life” [71]. The movie is considered one of the greatest movies
made in USA, and is aired in many TV channels every year during Christmas time. The
movie shows how we interact with many people and do very little and almost
unknowingly and instinctively, to other people, and yet bring profound changes in their
lives.

Heisenberg has created the uncertainty principle. He said there are many things in
nature that are related by some lower bound number. If you try to measure one of them
precisely then the other variable will be very much in error. That is, the product of their
measurement accuracies must be greater than a lower bound number. That means there is
some uncertainty in measuring any variable. Nothing can be measured precisely.
This uncertainty prevents the concepts of destiny defined by Newtonian physics as
derived here. In this section we show [31] that uncertainty principle violates the laws of
nature and therefore cannot be correct. This conclusion will then reestablish the destiny
concept and the strength of the Newtonian physics.
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In a previous section, called characteristics of nature, we have discussed that
nature has the following features that are not obeyed by our mathematical and physical 49
theories: boundedness law, finite time law, simultaneity law. Most important assumption
we make is the linearity, which violates the boundedness law. In Laplace and Fourier
transform we use infinity violating the finite time law. Many theories assume isolated
environments like Newton’s laws of motions. We have shown in that section how these
theories fail. They are not approximate theories they are outright wrong. In this section
we go deeper into the uncertainty principle to show how this theory ignores the
fundamentals of nature.
No two objects of nature can be compared. It is a very fundamental characteristic
of nature. The simple algebraic expression x = y cannot be used for any object in nature.
All objects are unique and they all are like apples and oranges. Even two apples are not
equal. Thus the operator theory used for proving uncertainty principle cannot be true
also. Every object has a soul, without a soul an object cannot be created, humans are not
exceptions. The souls have eternal existence. Comparing things is an idea propagated by
the central bank, money, and money power. Money is used to measure people, which is
completely impossible and irrational thing to do. It ignores the fundamental reality of
soul, reincarnation, past life knowledge and experiences. Yet no scientists, economists dare
to object this comparison system, because they all have been purchased by the money
power. Therefore you can imagine the pervasive nature of money power, and how it is
used to suppress the truth. The objective of this research is to show that truth is unique,
universal, and eternal.
)

31. Das S, Assumptions in Quantum Mechanics, International Journal of Theoretical
and Mathematical Physics, Scientific & Academic Publishing, Vol. 3, No. 2, 2013,
pp 53-68.

a) Assumptions in Physics

b) Assumptions in QM
In his book [72] of 1930 Heisenberg gives details about the proof of his uncertainty
principle. More information of this theory can be found in [31]. In his proof he made two
important assumptions:
x He assumes that momentum and position are related by Fourier Transform (FT) pair,
and
x He ignores the infinity assumption of FT theory.
Both assumptions violate the laws of nature.
The following proof is taken from the book: Heisenberg [72] pages 15-19. In all
integrals, Heisenberg assumes, the lower limit is - and the upper limit is +. The
average value of the position q of an electron can be given by the probability amplitude
S(q’) as:

© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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This expression (6) can be called the uncertainty in the knowledge of the electron’s
position. In the same way the momentum p and its uncertainty may be defined as
2

ҧ = න ƍ หܶ(ƍ )ห ݀ƍ
(ο)2 = 2 න(Ԣ െ ҧ )2 |ܶ(Ԣ )|2 ݀Ԣ
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Here T(p’) is the probability amplitude of the electron’s momentum. After these
definitions, Heisenberg makes his very crucial assumption. He claims that the two
probability amplitudes are related by the equations
ܶ(ƍ ) = න ܵ( ݍƍ )ܴ( ݍƍ ƍ )݀ݍƍ

(8)

ܵ(ݍƍ) = න ܶ(ƍ)ܴ ݍ( כƍ ƍ )݀ƍ

(9)

Observe that (8-9) are equivalent to an abstract Fourier Transform pair. He reveals
the details within next few steps given below. This is a very unrealistic assumption on
nature. There is no reason to believe, that nature will know our mathematics, and then
obey the relation (8) and (9), connecting position and momentum. Position and
momentum can be two completely independent variables in nature.
He defines R(q’p’) as the matrix of the transformation from a Hilbert space, in
which q is a diagonal matrix, to one in which p is diagonal. The matrix R(q’p’) satisfies
the following equation
න൫ݍƍ )"ݍR(q"ƍ ൯݀= "ݍනܴ(ݍƍ  )"p(p"ƍ )݀"

(10)

which is equivalent to the differential equation
݄ ߲
ƍ
ƍ ƍ
ƍ ƍ)
2ߨ݅ ߲ ݍƍ ܴ()  ݍ(ܴ  =  ݍ

(11)

and whose solution is given by
ܴ = ܿ݁

2ߨ݅ ƍ ƍ
ݍ
݄

(12)

The details of (10-11) are given in the Appendix of the same book [72]. Observe
that (10-12) are equivalent statements, i.e., one can be derived from the other. Thus the
form of R in (12) could have been assumed directly.
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Normalizing gives c the value of 1/ξ݄ . He claims, quite naturally that, the values
of ǻp and ǻq are thus not independent. This is also obvious from his assumption of
relating p and q via (8-9). To simplify further calculations, he introduces the following
abbreviations:
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Then equations (6) and (7) become
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||)ݔ(ݏ2

݀ݔ
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(ο)2 = 2 න  ݕ2 ||)ݕ(ݐ2 ݀ݕ

(14)

= 2නݔ

While equations (8-9) become
= )ݕ(ݐ
= )ݔ(ݏ

1
ξ݄
1
ξ݄

න ݁ )ݔ(ݏ

2ߨ݅
ݕݔ
݄
݀ݔ

2ߨ݅
ݕݔ
݄
݀ݕ

න  ݁ )ݕ(ݐെ

(15)
(16)
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(ο)ݍ2

The expressions (15) and (16) can be verified by direct substitution of definitions
of x, y, t(y), s(x), and R in (8) and (9). Observe that (15-16) could have been directly
assumed instead of (8-9), since they all are merely assumptions. There was no need to
introduce the intermediate steps related to (8-12). In fact there are proofs of uncertainty
principle that jumps from (7) directly to (15) [31].
Now we can clearly see that (15) and (16) are classical infinite Fourier Transform
pair, (14) represents the variations in time and (13) represents variations in spectrum.
Thus the uncertainty principle is nothing but the product of time and bandwidth.
Combining (13-15), the expression for (ο)2 may be transformed, giving
2ߨ݅
1
1
(ο)2 =
න  ݕ2  ݕ݀ )ݕ( כ ݐන ݔ݀ ݕݔ ݄ ݁ )ݔ(ݏ
2
ξ݄

=

1
ξ݄

න  ݕ݀ )ݕ( כ ݐන  )ݔ(ݏ൬

݄ ݀ 2 2ߨ݅ ݕݔ
൰ ݁ ݄ ݀ݔ
2ߨ݅ ݀ݔ

݄ 2
݀ 2  ݏ2ߨ݅ ݕݔ
)ݕ( כ
=
൬ ൰ නݐ
݀ ݕන 2 ݁ ݄ ݀ݔ
݀ݔ
ξ݄ 2ߨ݅
1

݄ 2
݀2 ݏ
= ൬ ൰ න )ݔ( כ ݏ
݀ݔ
݀ ݔ2
2ߨ݅
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Thus he writes, by using integration by parts, and noting that S(q’) is related to
probability density function vanishing at two ends:
1
݄2
݀ ݏ2
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2
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݀ݔ
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Now the following expression

can be proved by rearranging
ݔ
݀ ݏ2
ฬ
)ݔ(ݏ
+
ฬ 0
(ο)ݍ2
݀ݔ
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(18)

Hence it follows from equations (13) and (17) that
1
2

(ο)2 

1 ݄2

1
2 4ߨ 2 (ο)ݍ2

or
݄

ο ο ݍ 2ߨ

(19)

which was to be proved. The equality can be true in (19) only when the left side of (18)
vanishes, i.e., when
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െ
െ
ҧ ݍ
݁ 2(ο)ݍ2 ݄

where c is an arbitrary constant. Thus Gaussian probability distribution causes the
product ο ο ݍto assume its minimum value.
In summary, Hesienberg assumed that momentum and wave functions are related
by the Fourier transform pair (15) and (16). Then he defined the variances of the time
and spectrum functions using (13) and (14). Then a simple algebraic manipulation
proved the uncertainty relation (19). From (19) we see that uncertainty is the product of
time and spectrum variances (bandwidth) of FT pair. It is clear from the above proof
that there is no physical or experimental support behind the result (19), the uncertainty
principle. It is a consequence of Fourier Transform which has its own assumptions as we
will examine later. In particular, we will show that by removing infinity assumption we
can remove the uncertainty.
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c) Infinite Fourier Transform

λ

ܺ( = )ݓන  ݁)ݐ(ݔെ݅ݐ݀ ݐݓ
െλ

= )ݐ(ݔ

1 λ
න ܺ(ݓ݀ ݐݓ݅ ݁)ݓ
2ߨ െλ

(20)
(21)

Equation (20) gives the FT X(w) of the time function x()ݐ. Expression (21) gives
the Inverse FT from the spectrum function X( )ݓand produces the time function x(t). In
the previous section we have given the proof that shows that uncertainty principle is
derived from the FT theory. In this section we analyze the FT in more details to find the
root cause of this uncertainty.
Observe that both integrals have infinity as limits. One way to examine this
infinity requirement of FT is to visualize the example of the delta function. Its FT is 1 for
all w. That means all cosine functions that create the delta function have unit amplitude
and zero phase. If you draw some of these cosine functions, see Priemer [73] in pages 178179, you will find that the functions are adding up to create the pulse and becoming zero
at all other places. This example shows that all cosine functions must be defined over all
time, and the same must be true for the delta function also. That is, the delta function
must exist as zero for the entire real line except the place where it is non-zero.

© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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The Fourier Transform (FT) has become a fundamental tool for many branches of
science and engineering; quantum mechanics, as we have just seen, is no exception. The
FT pair is defined as:
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Thus to create the uncertainty principle Heisenberg made
x one vital assumption – the momentum and position are related by FT pair and
x overlooked the hidden assumption of infinity in the definition of FT pair.
Of course he also made the global assumption – whatever happens in mathematics
will happen in nature too – a tremendous ego of humanity over nature. We must be very
humble to nature, which has created us over a period of billions of years. It is impossible
for humanity to understand nature; just like our computers cannot know its creator, the
humans. Next we show that uncertainty principle cannot be a law of nature by changing
the infinity assumption of FT.
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Figure 4 : Spectrum function

Figure 3 : Time function
73. Priemer R, Introductory signal processing, World scientific, Singapore, (1991).
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Consider the time function shown in Figure 3 and the corresponding Fourier
transformed spectrum function shown in Figure 4. The graph in Figure 4 was obtained
using expression (20). Both functions must be defined and must exist for the entire x-axis
as required by the FT theory. The width of the distribution in spectrum ǻw is 4ʌ/ǻT and
the width ǻt = ǻT of the distribution in time function can be regarded as uncertainties.
The product of these two uncertainties show that
(22)
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d) Finite Fourier Transform
First we present a sampling theorem for finite duration continuous functions [77]
without proof. We will use this result for our theory on finite Fourier transform.
Let f(t) be a continuous time function defined over L2[a,b], the space of square
integrable continuous functions over [a,b]. For engineering we do not need measurability
and Lebesgue integrability. Assume that we divide the finite time interval [a,b] into n ш 1
equal parts using equally spaced points {ݐ1 , ݐ2 , …  ݊ݐ, ݊ݐ+1 }. Where ݐ1 = ܽ and  ݊ݐ+1 = ܾ. Use
the following notations to represent the t-subintervals
ο ݅ݐ[ = ݅ݐ, ݅ݐ+1 ), ݅ = 1 … ݊ െ 1 ܽ݊݀ ο ݊ݐ[ = ݊ݐ, ݊ݐ+1 ]
then define the characteristic functions:
1  א ݐ ݄݊݁ݓο݅ݐ
ܺ݅ ( = )ݐቄ
݂ = ݅ ݎ1 … ݊
0 ݁ݏ݅ݓݎ݄݁ݐ
and the simple functions:
݊

݂݊ ( = )ݐ ݂(ܽ[ א ݐ )ݐ( ݅ܺ) ݅ݐ, ܾ]
݅=1

Theorem 1
݂݊ ( )ݐ՜ ݂( ݊ ݏܽ )ݐ՜ λ, ܽ[ ݊, ܾ] ݅݊ ܮ2 [ܽ, ܾ] ݊݉ݎ.
The above theorem, [77], essentially says that the sequence of step functions, with
step height defined by the sample values, converges to the original function. Thus given
any accuracy limit, a step function can be generated that will represent the function with
that accuracy. The theorem says that this conclusion is valid for any finite interval.
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75. Soliman S S, and Srinath M D, Continuous and discrete signals and systems,
Prentice hall, NJ, (1990).

The quantum mechanics textbook by Ohanian [74] page 35, says (22) “is an
instance of Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation”. The same idea is described in the
engineering book, Soliman [75] pages 214-216, and has the section heading “The
54 Uncertainty Principle”. Note that (22) is not derived from any assumption. This is the
property of Fourier Transform pair where time and spectrum functions are related by the
Fourier integral.
The expression (22) is known as Time-Bandwidth product, and also as
Dimensionality theorem in the field of digital communication engineering, see [76] page 93.
Since the spectrum function is derived from the time function, the two functions are
related, and (22) represents one such relation.

We now show that if we eliminate the infinity assumptions from Fourier transform
expressions in (20) and (21) then we can overcome this lower bound error limit (22) from
the uncertainty principle. In case of a band limited waveform, that is, a waveform whose
spectrum is zero outside a finite bandwidth [-B,+B], the expression for inverse Fourier
transform (21) can be rewritten as
ܺ(ݓ݀ ݐݓ݅ ݁)ݓ

(23)

൛ܺ൫ ݆ݓ൯ൟ is constant but unknown over that j-th interval. Then we can express the
integration in (23) approximately as:
 )ݐ(ݔൎ

1
2ߨ

(ο )ݓσ=݆ܭ1 ݁ ݅ܺ ݆ ݓ ݐ൫ ݆ݓ൯

(24)

The right hand side of (24) is a linear equation in ൛ܺ൫ ݆ݓ൯ൟ, which are unknown.
Now we can also divide the interval [0,T] into K equal parts with equally spaced points
{tj} and let the corresponding known sample values be {x(tj)}. Then if we repeat the
expression (24) for each sample point tj we get K simultaneous equations in the K
unknown variables ൛ܺ൫ ݆ݓ൯ൟ as given by the equivalent expression (25).
=ݔ

οݓ
ݐ(ܧ, ܺ )ݓ,
2ߨ

ܹ݄݁݁ݎ

(25)

 ݊ ݓ ݉ݐ݅ ݁ = } ݊݉ܧ{ = ܧ, ݉, ݊ = 1, … ܭ
The equations in the matrix vector expression (25) are independent because
exponential functions in (25) are independent. Therefore we can solve (25) for {X(wj)}.
Theorem 1 ensures that the sets {X(wj)} and {x(tj)} can be selected to achieve any level
of accuracy requirements in (23) for both x(t) and X(w). Note that the accuracy for both
x(t) and X(w) increase simultaneously, as we increase the sample rate. For convenience
we assume that the number of terms K in (25) is equal to K = Tkfs =2kBT. Here fs is
the Nyquist sample rate and k > 1. We state the following theorem from [77], which
essentially is a modification of the Nyquist’s sampling theorem.

Theorem 2
Let x(t) be a band limited function with bandwidth restricted to [-B,+B] and
available over the finite measurement window [0,T]. Then given any accuracy estimate İ
there exists k > 1 such that 2kBT equally spaced samples of x(t) over [0,T] will
completely specify the Fourier transform X(w) at the given accuracy İ.
Theorem 2 says that by increasing the sample rate we can achieve any accuracy in
describing the spectrum function and the time function. The sampling factor k is a
multiple of the Nyquist rate. In industry it is quite common to use 4 or 5 times the
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We use the principles behind the numerical inversion of Laplace transform method
as described in [78]. Let the measurement window for the function x(t) be [0,T], where T
is finite and not necessarily a large number. Divide the frequency interval 2B into K
smaller equal sub-intervals of width ¨w with equally spaced points ൛ ݆ݓൟ and assume that
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Figure 5 : Different spectrums for same pulse
e) Operator Theory
There is another proof of uncertainty principle based on operator theory of
functional analysis. The details of this approach are provided in the paper [31]. This
theory is entirely based on algebra and vector space, which essentially is based on algebra
also.
There is a very basic assumption in algebra that all physics and engineering people
ignore. The assumption is that in algebra all numbers must be real numbers. That is even
the basic equation like a-b=0 assumes that both variables a and b are real numbers. But
in nature no two objects are equal. Therefore no two objects can be compared. No objects
in nature can be converted to real numbers. A cat, a dog, or a human being cannot be
converted to a real number and therefore cannot be compared. Similarly two electrons
cannot be compared also. Thus this operator theory is fundamentally wrong in its
application to science and engineering.
But our society is so accustomed to measuring everything using numbers that we
often times forget its applicability to nature. We measure people using their salaries. This
is a completely wrong process. Money power is controlling us in our subconscious mind.
Human merits cannot be compared and cannot be evaluated also. Thus this merit system

© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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Nyquist rate to get correct results. In [77] a numerical example is given to show how k
affects the accuracy in recovering the time functions.
In Figure 5 we show, using a numerical example, how the unit pulse of Figure 3
with ǻT=2 can be reconstructed using (25) for various values of bandwidth. The red
graph is derived for a bandwidth of ʌ, and K = 20 as number of samples. The black graph
represents the classical FT of the pulse in Figure 3. Figure 5 shows how a narrow
bandwidth red spectrum can generate the same time function when we eliminate infinity
assumption. A larger bandwidth spectrum could have been used also, but with a different
sample rate to create the same pulse. We call method (25) as numerical inverse finite
Fourier transform, NIFFT.
It is clear from Figure 5 that the uncertainty relation (22) does not hold if we use
(25). Expression (25) gives many solutions for spectrum for the same time function and
56 depends on values of K and bandwidth. By eliminating infinity, the formula (25) brings
two additional degrees of freedom, a choice of bandwidth and a sample rate. These two
degrees of freedom make (25) an independent method of constructing waveforms. The
rectangular pulse generated from the red spectrum is same as shown in Figure 3.

Classical mechanics or Newtonian theory is considered perfectly deterministic, that
is, there are no probability or chance events in nature. Using this approach we derive a
conceptual expression for global destiny and then show how individual destiny can be
interpreted. This approach will thus show absence of any freewill. The idea of destiny
based on Newtonian theory is pretty well established in science community; however, we
derive very systematically an analytical model to illustrate the global and local views of
destiny.
In our universe there are only two types of objects: some material objects and
some force type objects. Material objects are those that we can experience with our sense
organs. These are objects that we can touch, feel, or see. They include all non-living and
living objects, including humans. The force type objects are like heat energy,
gravitational force, electromagnetic force, light energy etc. It should be recognized that
all force type objects are always associated with some material type objects.
Gravitational force is always from a material object like sun, moon etc. Similarly light
energy is from sun or a light bulb. Some of the forces are also created by human objects
using hands, feet, mouth etc. Thus essentially we can think of everything that is
happening in our world is due to interactions of either some material objects or force
objects.

a) Sigma Law
The sigma law can be stated using the following sigma notation:
σܰ
݅=1  = ݅ݔ0

(26)

Here the set {xi} represents any physical variable. If you use any consistent set of
physical variables, with proper units and dimensions, then you will always find that the
above sum in the left hand side of (26) will be zero. The right hand side can become a
given constant, but the constant can be absorbed in the left hand side. The variables, for
example, can be forces, energies, or masses etc. Thus (26) is a balancing equation; things
are balanced in nature.
The law of conservation (LOC) of mass and energy are two important laws of
nature. It has been shown [79] that this is the only meaningful law of nature; all other
laws of physics are either equivalent to or can be derived from this law. The law says that
mass and energy cannot be created or destroyed. Thus the sigma of all masses is a
constant; the same is true for energy. They can only be transformed or transferred. Thus
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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of our economy is completely baseless and cannot be used for nature. We cannot extend
this artificial economic theory to electrons and compare them like in Schwartz inequality
theorem. Even two characteristics of same object, like position and momentum, cannot be
compared using numbers. Nature is very complex; everything has lot of details. Nature
has evolved over billions of years, and has many microscopic features that will prevent
comparisons of two objects or two features of same object. Thus algebra is completely
unusable for nature, more so for quantum mechanical particles.
An electron taken out of its orbit has completely different characteristics. I am a
completely different person when I am outside my home. Even two electrons are different,
because they have different positions in their orbits. The resultant simultaneous effects on
these different positions are different. Thus the basis of the operator theory is completely
false for nature.

to produce a car we must use materials and energy from nature. It cannot be created out
of nothing. We call LOC as the sigma law.
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The action-reaction law or the Newton’s third law is another important law of
nature. It can be found in [17, p.120] and has been explained in the following way. In an
isolated environment, the forces always occur in pairs or that a single isolated force
cannot exist. Any one of these two forces can be called the action force, and the other one
then can be called the reaction force. The reaction force is equal in magnitude of the
action force and of opposite in direction and can be written as in (27):
ܨ2 = െܨ1

ݎ

ܨ1 + ܨ2 = 0

(27)

Since everything is interacting simultaneously over the entire global space and
time, for every action, F1, there will always be more than one reaction {F2, F3, … FN}. It
is thus not possible to create an isolated system and produce a single reaction as in (27).
However, the summation of all reactions must still be equal to the original action that
produced all the reactions. Therefore in real life we should have (28):
ܨ1 = െ(ܨ2 + ܨ3 +  ڮ+  ) ܰܨor
σܰ
݅=1  = ݅ܨ0

(28)

Expression (28) shows that the Newton’s third law is a sigma law.
We should recognize that all human actions satisfy this law also. Our hands create
physical forces, our ears receive physical sound wave actions; we see energy of natural
lights through our eyes. Thus humans are tightly integrated with this physical world.
Inside our bodies also this same action-reaction law works. We can think and imagine, but
all our actions are guided by this action-reaction law of nature.

c) Time and Action-Reaction
In this subsection we show how laws of nature can be used to prove that the
present is defined by the past. That is, the destiny idea follows clearly and in a straight
forward way from the action reaction law.
As we have mentioned, this law says that for every action there is an equal and
opposite reaction. This reaction, according to the law, is supposed to happen
instantaneously. But in nature nothing happens like that, everything takes some time.
Thus if an action F1 happens at time t, then its reaction F2 will happen at dt time later,
where dt is a very small time, can be called observational delay, measurement delay, or
reaction time etc. Thus F2 will happen at time t+dt. We know that this F2 will be equal
and opposite of F1, thus we can write F2 = -F1. Since we know F1, we thus know F2
also. Thus future is clearly known; this is future because t+dt is future time. Thus the
action reaction law clearly states that the destiny is precisely defined and can be found if
we know the present. This analysis essentially leads to expression (27).
The logic can be applied in the same way to describe the past, of any action that
happened now, at time t. Suppose an action F1 happened at present time t. Then
according to action reaction law an action F2 must have happened at t-dt time, and F2
must be equal to –F1. Thus the past F2 is completely known from the present F1. If that
was not the case then the action F1 could not have happened. Thus the entire trajectory
of all actions is completely planned. In this case also, the logic leads to the equation (27).
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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d) Global Destiny
We extend further the action reaction law to create a dynamic model of the global
destiny. The sigma law essentially gives us the global plan. We can write:
σܰ
r 0
݅=1 = ݅ݔ

o
(29)

ݔ1 + ݔ2 + ݔ3 +  = ܰݔ ڮ0

In (29) we can assume that all variables are representing action-reaction forces
including that of all humans. Since all the variables represent different parts of the same
physical quantities, they may require to be normalized based on scale factors, units, or
dimensions. Thus we can add coefficients to each term of (29) to describe the last
equation as in (30).
(30)

ܽ1 ݔ1 + ܽ2 ݔ2 + ܽ3 ݔ3 +  ڮ+ܽܰ  = ܰݔ0
We can now separate the first variable from all other variables and write:
ݔ1 = (1 + ܽ1 )ݔ1 + ܽ2 ݔ2 + ܽ3 ݔ3 +  ڮ+ܽܰ ܰݔ
Redefining the coefficients we can rewrite the above expression in the following way:
ݔ1 = ܽ1 ݔ1 + ܽ2 ݔ2 + ܽ3 ݔ3 +  ڮ+ܽܰ ܰݔ

(31)
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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The action reaction forces that are happening within the dt time interval will be
called the first reaction events. If we know the first reaction events then we can
sequentially and repeatedly apply this law to determine all future and past events. In the
case of individual destiny analysis we will show how to predict this first reaction event.
Which of course will be equal and opposite to the force that caused the event.
However, as we have mentioned, the action reaction law has an assumption of
isolated environment, which cannot be true in nature. There exists a simultaneity law in
nature, which says that: everything in nature happens because of simultaneous
interactions of every object in nature. We have explained all humans are tightly
integrated in our world with our actions and reactions. This integration is not just in
present life, because of reincarnation law we were connected in our past lives also. The
past life actions are working in present life too. Therefore according to the simultaneity
law for any action there will be more than one reaction at any future time t+dt. So the 59
number of reactions, N in (28), will be very large, and the share of any action among all
the reactions will be very difficult to find out. But theoretically we understand that, it can
be found out, that is, the action reaction law is valid. Thus we must extend our logic from
expression (27) to expression (28) to incorporate the simultaneity law of nature.
Note that at time t+dt many other new reactions will also interfere with the
object, beside the reactions originated by F1. Thus all objects must be considered
simultaneously to find the total reaction on any object. It must be understood clearly,
that because of simultaneity law I do not create my destiny. My destiny is created by the
actions of many people working together, including past life activities with many people.
Thus destiny is tied with the global plan of the society. The notion that I create my
destiny, I create my karma, I am independent are not correct and goes against the
simultaneity law and reincarnation law of nature. We are not isolated individuals, we are
together, and are highly integrated through our activities. Thus it is not my destiny or
your destiny, it is our destiny.
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Fig. 6 : Interconnected physical objects
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The equation (31) shows how the action x1 depends on all action variables. It also
means
that every action is dependent simultaneously on all actions. Since all actions are
60
continuously changing with time, we can represent the left hand side of (31) as the time
derive of the variable, represented by a dot as superscript. Thus (31) reduces to:
ݔሶ 1 = ܽ1 ݔ1 + ܽ2 ݔ2 + ܽ3 ݔ3 +  ڮ+ܽܰ ܰݔ

(32)

Now the above must also hold true for all the variables, like x2, x3 etc, that is, we
should repeat the same equation, for all variables placed in the left hand side. To
accommodate we need to change the subscripts on the coefficients. Using matrix notation
then we can write as in (33). Here we have extended (33) to a very large set of equations,
almost infinite number of equations in infinite number of variables. This equation
represents the action-reaction model of the entire universe. Therefore it cannot have any
control variable or independent action force from outside, since there is no outside. Using
matrix vector notation we express (33) as in (34).
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ݔሶ = ݔܣ,

ݐ(ݔ0 ) = ݔ0

(34)

Since we have derived (33) from the sigma law, every equation in (33) represents a
balance equation for all actions and reaction in the global space and global time frame.
One highlighted area in (33) may represent all actions of one person. Similarly the other
highlighted area may represent the actions of another person. Equation (33) is a
mathematical representation of the simultaneity law, which says we are all simultaneously
working together in this world. The equation reflects that none of us are identical and
cannot function as an isolated individual.

© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)

Here t0 is the present time, A is the matrix of coefficients in (33), and t may
represent both past and future time. The mathematical theory of differential equations
ensures the existence of solution even for more complicated versions of (34) and under
fairly realistic conditions [81, p.40]. It has also been shown that the solution is unique
under a given set of initial conditions. The theory says that the solution can be extended
from minus infinity to plus infinity on time scale.
The above solution has an important property worth noting. If we produce two
solutions starting from two different initial conditions then their trajectories will never
intersect. If they intersect then it will mean two events will be exactly identical. But that
cannot happen according to the theory of differential equation. Thus two events are never
equal in both space and time in the entire universe. We discuss this idea again in the local
destiny subsection.
We must point out that it is not that the nature is following our model, we are
trying to explain how nature may be working using our quantitative model of simultaneity
law. We cannot do anything on our own in any place at any time. If we try, it will disturb
all the equations and all variables in (33). We must follow what these equations are telling
us to do. And in fact, as an example, we are just doing that every day in our corporate
world. We know what exactly we have to do tomorrow in our office. We have our work
cut out exactly. The life is very easy that way; we do not have to take the trouble of
making decisions every day every moment. Following nature is much better than going
against it and exerting our influences on the world. We actually cannot, as we will see the
situation, in our local view described later. Thus simultaneity law represents the global
destiny law. It represents our destiny.

e) Individual Destiny

Figure 7 : Sequential interactions with
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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Figure 6 describes equation (33) in an intuitive graphical form. Here the
rectangular boxes represent objects of nature. They can be material objects and/or human
objects. Each object is connected to all other objects with spring like interfaces as shown
by the zigzag and dashed lines. These interfaces generate the coefficients in (31),
converting objects into actions. If any object moves then we can see how all objects of the
universe will move and react. Philosopher Nietzsche thought it that way also [80, p.10].
Thus the universe is continuously moving as a dynamic system. Figure 6 thus represents
the global plan created by the simultaneous action reaction of all objects, including all
humans in nature.
The expression (33) is an equation, therefore it has a solution. The simple model
(34) has a simple closed form solution also and is given, for a finite but very large
dimensional system, by (35):
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There is a law of physics or nature that says no two objects can occupy the same
space at same time. We can call it the space-time problem. That is, you cannot bring two
glasses at same location at same time. If you force them, then one of the glasses will break
to make room for the other, that is, there will be a conflict.
This law has an important contribution for all conflict resolution problems.
Whenever there is a conflict, you will always be able to find that two objects are trying to
occupy same space at same time. For example, one person is trying to do a job and at the
same time another person is also trying to do the same job and thus creating a conflict of
interests. All conflicts can be prevented from happening if we can design our management
system so that such occupation of same place does not happen at same time. This method
can be applied to even persons, family, kids, work place, and in all business problems also.
For example, when mother asks the kid to do something, at that same time the father
should not also ask the kid to do something else. That is, two tasks are coming to the
62
same place at same time to be performed by one child. Thus space-time problem is an
important philosophy, based on laws of nature, for conflict resolution.
Figure 7 shows how a global plan becomes a sequence of events from the local
point of view of an individual object or human being like A. Here we consider A as a
single point in space, the personal space of one person. In his personal space he is isolated
and alone. The right hand side represents progress of time. The global plan generates
events sequentially, as represented by the sequence of dots, for every single person. This is
sequential, because two events cannot happen at same place and at same time. The
person A is also evolving with time as he gains experiences in life. This progress of
characteristics of A is also represented by a sequence of dots as shown by bottom array.
Thus both events and characteristics are emanating from the global plan. Although we
have isolated A from the global plan in the figure, but in reality they are all inside the
global plan. We have isolated for demonstrating how the global plan becomes a local plan
for an individual. The entire environment where this individual event will happen is also
dependent on space, time, and the individual. The environment can be home, work place,
shopping mall, or highways etc.
Nature is continuously changing and time is running. Every moment the
environment around A would be changing due to continuous evolution of events and
personal characteristics. From the diagram we can see that the person cannot react
independently. He is reacting only in response to events which are actions. Note that not
acting is also a reaction. At a single point, the person is isolated and working alone in
response to actions presented to him sequentially, that is, only one action at a time. He
has to follow the Newton’s action-reaction law (27), which is based on only two forces. He
has therefore only one choice, apply the equal and opposite force. We can see that the
situation will not give us any possibility of exercising our options. Or in other words the
environment will itself eliminate all but one option. The idea is illustrated using the
following example.

Global Journal of Science Frontier Research
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Example
Assume that you are driving on a busy highway in a city like Los Angeles and then
realize that you have a flat tire. This flat tire is one of the sequential events that appeared
to you from nature’s global plan. All events appear to us from nature. You sense the
event, and understand the event. This sensing the event is your first reaction. You slow
down your car on the highway. You do not have any choice, but to slow down. Thus the
very first reaction, within 200-500 milliseconds, to the event was not under your control.
We reacted just like a physical non-living object of nature, we produced the equal and
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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f) Destiny and Responsibility
Destiny is not same for everybody. Every individual will encounter different series
of events and his characteristics will also evolve in an unique way according to his past
life and present life experiences. The entire incident will happen in a specific environment.
Thus reactions, and therefore destiny, of every individual will be unique and different.
The time and the moment dictate the destiny. There are many such small and
large scale real life examples all over the world, in political, religious, and governmental
scenarios. We can thus see that morality and immorality, good or bad, are not
meaningful. Since everything is part of destiny. The differences in interpretations of
© 2013 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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opposite reaction. If we analyze every moment carefully in this way, in this short time
interval, and as response to an action, you will find there is no possibility of freewill
anywhere.
The flat tire event or action happened at time t and your reaction happened at
time t+dt. Your reaction at dt time later is your first reaction. Clearly in this case then
my reaction will be equal and opposite to the action force. I have to stop my driving force.
There is no other choice for my first reaction at t+dt time.
As we have mentioned before, it is the first reaction that is very important for
analysis to understand that we do not have any freewill. Nature presented us an event,
and we must react. This first reaction will obey the action reaction law given by (27). Our
reaction will be equal and opposite of the event presented to us by nature. The car is
automatically slowing down and you stop accelerating. Things are happening very fast at
this level of time scale. The time dt is very small, less than one second, of the order of 200
to 500 milliseconds. During this time we can only react, there is no time to draw a 63
decision tree diagram and analyze the tree for optimal choice.
These events are happening so fast in milliseconds rate that the person does not
even know that he is playing in the hands of nature. Soul to soul communication plays the
most important role here. The RP, ready potential signal, and the W, the wish to act
signal, of Libet’s experiment as discussed before [5], can give an alternative explanation of
such communication facts. The yogic power can allow us to see such events. People born
with yogic power can also see things in the same way but with a limited scope.
For every human being, if you notice carefully, you will find all interactions with
all persons happen sequentially. The time factor is always there in (33) whenever we are
focusing on a single point in space around any one of us. We have also discussed in the
context of (35) that the solutions are unique. This observation allows us to take care of
things sequentially. Human brain also cannot do things simultaneously. It performs all
actions one after another in sequence. Therefore the way you will act will be sequential
also. Thus the guiding factors for our actions are:
x events are continuously coming, sequentially, from nature, that is, from the global plan
to you
x you are continuously changing because of the continuously changing environment
created by the global plan
x the time is of essence, is continuously progressing, and you must act
x your reaction will be equal and opposite to the single and unique action presented by
the event.
Thus what you will do within the first reaction time dt is fixed, and preplanned by
nature. You are doing equal and opposite to what nature is dictating by presenting the
event to you.
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results are due to global versus local views of the incident. Only global space time (GST)
view can give the universal truth. All local views, that ignore the global view, will always
be wrong.
Since everything is a result of a global plan no one can be responsible for anything.
No one is responsible for wars, poverty, murderers, killings, diseases, money, and money
power. Death is also a part of global plan. Before we die everything deteriorates including
societies, their values. Erath is spinning around its axis is a result of simultaneous law of
nature. Earth has life is a also a law of nature. Events are happening and we are all
responding according to the laws of nature. The global plan is also a law of nature. Local
plan is derived from the global plan is also a law of nature. Eternal recurrence is a law of
nature too. The history shows we had better societies at one time and we will have better
systems again. Everything goes in a cycle of birth, maturity, and death process. Societies
and environments cannot be exceptions.
64
No two events are same. They happened at two different times, so they are
different. They can also happen at two different places and therefore they are different.
Thus you cannot say you would have taken a different action for the same situation. This
is because someone else would say the same thing for the actions you have taken in your
life events. Since all persons are different, all events are different, all positions are
different, and time of occurrences are different then everything must be different.
Everything in nature is like apples and oranges, and therefore they cannot be
compared. Even two apples are different, they have different colors, different shapes and
thus they are different. Two electrons are not same. They came from different orbits, or
had different quantum numbers. Moreover, as soon as you take an electron out of its orbit
it will act differently. Just like, I am completely a different person when I am outside of
my home. Thus nobody can be blamed for his actions, because these things are happening
according to nature’s spontaneous evolution, and we are part of that. No one or nothing is
good or bad; they are just different as mentioned in Gita (G-2:50) also.
You may say, I will sit idle and destiny will take care of it. No, that will not
happen also. If it is not written for you then you will not be able to sit idle. What actions
you will take is defined by events in nature and your characteristics. In a corporation you
cannot go and sit idle. For, you have made your own plan about your all future activities
of the project on which you are working. Thus sitting idle is not in your plan. This
schedule of activities was created by all of your project team members in a planning and
design level meeting. You cannot sit idle now. Why would you change your own plan
without any reasons?
We are always in sync with nature, and working whatever nature is telling us to
do. These things happen so quickly and so naturally that we never feel that we are forced
to obey nature. Billion years of human evolution never makes us feel frustrated with
nature. Thus our actions appear quite natural and almost like freewill. However, the
analysis in this subsection has shown that everything is guided by the force of nature, and
we are integrated with it, and not free at all. Our souls receive information well before we
realize it. We always live in the past.
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X.

Conclusions

Human destiny is created by the global plan of the universe. Simultaneous
interactions of all objects, including all humans, help to generate this global plan. The
global destiny spans the entire space and time history via the reincarnation law of all
living objects. Individual destiny is derived from this global plan as a sequence of events.
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These events present action and within 200-500 milliseconds we must act. This first
reaction is always equal and opposite to the action presented to us. We react the way the
nature tells us to do by offering the actions. We have shown that there are no
uncertainties in nature because the concepts and mathematics used in the derivation of
the uncertainty principle are inconsistent with the laws of nature. It is the soul that
controls our physical body. The soul receives the information for what actions to perform.
We are souls and not our body or brain.
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